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►Pound puppl—

The Eastern

Thousands of animals in Madison
County are sent to animal shelters
each year. Find out how you can
adopt from local shelters and how
to select a pet that's right for you
onT

Progress

\^J www.easternprogress.com
www pasternnrnpress

Judge issues order to keep Rice on Board
BYjAMiVWMNli QsttVAILE
Editors

A Franklin County Circuit
Court judge temporarily halted
the controversial legislation
signed by Gov. Paul Patton
March 10 that essentially
removed Eastern Board of
Regents Chairman Fred Rice
from his position. Under a temporary restraining order
approved by Judge William
Graham, Rice will be able to
maintain his position on the
Board.
The decision came after Rke
filed suit in Franklin County
Circuit Court March 14 challenging that Senate Bill 152 is uncon-

stitutional. Rice claims the bill,
supported by Sen. Ed Worley
and State Rep. Harry Moberty,
was a personal attack to remove
him from his seat
Moberty said Wednesday mat
Rice "certainly is entitled to a
temporary restraining order
until his suit is settled."
The legislation, which
changed regulations for those
who can sit on governing educational boards, immediately
removed Rke from his position.
Regents can no longer reside
outside the 50 United States and
serve on a governing body of a
state institution of higher education. Rice recently moved his residency to the U.S Virgin Islands,

but still has homes in Louisville
and Florida.
The bill, which applies to »H
Kentucky universities and
KCTS, except the University of
Kentucky and University of
Louisville, currently only affects
Rke. SB 152 does not apply to
UK and UofL because the
schools are governed under separate legislation.
"You can't single out one per
son and then make a law just to
go get them,* Rice said Tuesday.
"That's special legislation,"
adding he filed the suit after his
attorneys pointed out a number
of errors with the bill he felt
responsibility to "at least protect
the university."

The suit said SB 152, as written, should only apply to "those
Board members who 'assume
residency' outside the fifty
United States after March 10.
2003" the date the bill was
signed and that Rice moved his
residency to the U.S. Virgin
Islands well before that date. The
suit also claims SB 152s requirement that all Board members
reside in the 50 United States as
"a condition of eligibility violates
the equal protection clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment to the
United States Constitution" as
well as violates the Kentucky
Constitution.
In the hearing Tuesday,
Rice's attorney, Kevin Hable,

asked Graham to grant the
restraining order to prevent
those named in the suit —
Patton, the Council on
Postsecondary education and
CPE President Thomas Layzell
— from removing Rice from his
seat until a final solution is
reached on Rice's Board membership. Rke did not attend the
hearing.
Under the guidelines in SB
152, the CPE would be required
to serve Rice formal notification
he is ineligible to serve due to
his residency violation. The CPE
had not served this notification
as of Tuesday, thus Hable
See RICE, A3

Left behind...

Last week the United States launched an attack on Baghdad, beginning war with Iraq. Troops are now on the ground, helicopters have
gone down and men have sacrificed their lives. Some Eastern students have been left behind as their boyfriends and girlfriends,
husbands and wives, family and friends are serving overseas. The following is the story of how one student is learning to cope
with the conflict on her own while her fiance defends our country

Fiance fights in Iraq;
student stays strong
BYKMKW0TKAa»
AroundSAbout and The Studio editor

Ksvln MsrsnProgrsss
Ctwtata BtaM holds a ptcture of her fiance. Kevin Cartin. who Is stationed In the Mktte East tor six
months, but could be there a year. Cartin tells BHsM to "expect the worst, but hope tor the bast*

See COPE, A5

Rape
reported
over
break
BYQMAVAHE
Managing editor

An Eastern student was
allegedly raped at knifepoint in
the Todd and Dupree Hall
breezeway in the early afternoon
hours of March 19, according to
an Eastern police report
According to the report,
public safety was notified by
hospital personnel at Pattie A
Clay after the victim was treated in the emergency room.
The victim was walking to
the Crabbe Library around 10
a.m., according to the report,
and crossed through the
breezeway to avoid getting wet
by the rain. According to the
report, an unknown white male
grabbed her from behind. The
victim stated the man held a
knife to her stomach as he
pulled her pants down and
allegedly raped her.
The report states a rape-kit
was administered at the hospital
Tom Lindquist director of public
safety, said he could not release
any information about the test to
the public at this time.
According to Lindquist, the
suspect is a white male, around
6 feet tall and was wearing a
coat and blue pants.
Lindquist said the Eastern
campus usually does not see
violent rapes of this sort where
weapons are involved.
Public safety is currently
investigating die case.
The last reported rape
occurred in October 2002. An
attempted sexual assault also
was reported last fall, but
Lindquist doesn't believe the
assailant in the March 19 case
and the fall incident are related.
James Conneery, vice president for student affairs, said
"students should be aware of
their surroundings at aD times."
Conneeh/ recommends students visit the public safety
Web site for more safety tips.
Vice President for Student
Affairs James Conneely said
students should be aware of
their surroundings.

3 Doors Down to perform in Alumni next month

Mnskto

BY AUSMA HOCKBSJMtTH

Hi: 73
Low: 50
Conditions:
Mostly sunny

"Unsmkable Women" nsJ be,
performed m Buchanan
Theatre at 7 p.m. Monday.

Christa Bilski's wedding
dress is hanging up at home.
In the tradition of marriage,
her fiance hasn't seen it. In
fact, right now he doesn't even
know she bought it Her wedding with Kevin Carlin, a
sergeant in the U.S. Army, is
scheduled for November.
Bilski hopes he's back in time
for it
More coverage Inside
On Feb. 6, Carlin was sent
overseas to fight for the United
ft Read about an Eastern
States for six months. He's due
professor arrested for
back in August, but there is
the possibility of staying a
protesting at the Depot,
whole year.
A5.
"He says 'expect the worst,
<r Learn tips from the
but hope for the best.'" Bilski.
Counseling Center for
a pre-med biology major, said.
dealing with war, A7.
"He's so negative in his letters.
ft Campus reacts — nearly
He wrote my mom and told her
300 people voice opinions
he feels like he's going crazy
about whether we should
sometimes."
go to war. A6.
Bilski has tried to keep a
ft Two groups sponsor a
positive outlook on the war so
far, and tries to reflect a positeach-in about war in Iraq
tive attitude in the letters and
next month, A6.
packages she sends to her
ft Sending letters to boost
fiance. Right now, the most
troop moral, A7.
important thing she sends him
are her words, the next is baby
wipes.
"What he keeps telling me that he really. reaDy needs is
baby wipes because where he is they have no access to showers. Bilski said. "He called me not long ago and told me that
he had his first shower in like 11 days."
Bilski hung on every word Carlin said, knowing the phone
call she received was even more rare than the showers her
fiance was able to take. Bilski said her fiance hasn't even spoken to his parents since shipping overseas — he only cans
her.
In the latest call, Cartin told Bilski he was stationed five
miles from the Iraqi border. He told her he and his troop stay
in tents, which aren't warm enough over night and get too hot
during the day.
Because Bilski isn't sure of his exact location, she worries
constantly about his wefl-being.

Fred Rice filed suit in response
to SB 152 asking a judge to rule
the legislation unconstitutional.

Mi

Partly cloudy

Ml Light rain
MM Mostly cloudy

Alternative band 3 Doors
Down may literally blow "the
doors down" in Alumni
Coliseum when the group
performs in concert April 23.
Tickets to see the bit bands
show went on sale Tuesday
both on campus and through
Ticketmaster.
By Wednesday afternoon,
the university had sold
approximately 500 student
tickets. About 2.000 student
.tickets are available for the
concert, according to Jey
Marks, coordinator of Greek
affairs and student activities.
Alumni Coliseum can hold
approximately 6,000 people,
Marks said, adding be
expects a large crowd to
attend
"I dida't expect anybody
that big to actually come

here," said Tim Curry, a
freshman computer science
major from Cumberland.
The university can't disclose how much it is paying
to bring the band in until the
contract with the band's
agent has been finalized,
according to University
Counsel Kacey Coleman.
"We placed a bid on them
just like we do every other
concert," Marks said. And 3
Doors Down was one of the
bands the Student Activities
Council wsnted to land at
Eastern, according to Marks.
"Usually we check to see
who's available throughout
the semester and then (we)
come up with a wish list,"
Marks said.
The Student Activities
Council hopes to have a coocert each semester.
"I ana delighted that
Student Activities has been

Four-member hit band 3 Doors Down wM perform on campus.

able to bring two very popular groups. Nappy Roots and
3 Doors Down to EKU this
year." said Eastern President
Joanne Gtssser.
Curry agrees.
"I think if s a great thing
for the campus and ever-me

around them," be i
Anna Decker, a freshman
communication disorders
major from Fishers, lad., had
a similar response.
"I think that it's a great
See DOOkS. A3
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► N«ws Briefs
Complied by Alisha Hockensmrth

Today is Purple Day on
campus. Members of Chi
Onega are passing out literature to bring awareness to
domestic violence.
Faaoli's and Chi Omega
have partnered to raise funds
for victims of domestic violence. To help, you can purchase a $5 meal coupon from
Fasoli's by contacting Chi
Omega member Brand! Leach
at 622-4626; Si of the purchase
will be donated to help local
victims of domestic violence.

Spring Commencement If you
have registered for graduation
in May, you can apply.
Those interested should
submit a personal biography
no greater than one page, a
statement of what you would
tell the graduating seniors and
guests ss well as opportunities
you had while at Eastern.
Information muat be submitted by Monday to: Senior
Commencement Speaker
Committee, c/o Ann Cotton,
Eastern Kentucky University,
Division of Student Affairs,
SSB, CPO 50, 521 Lancaster
Ave., Richmond. KY 404753150.

University seeking
return of surveys

Battle of the Bands
Monday night

Students and faculty who
were randomly selected to fill
out ♦/- surveys should return
the completed questionaires by
tomorrow. Each survey should
have come with its own selfaddressed envelope, or can be
dropped off in die SGA Office.

There will be a Battle of the
Bands between Eaatern and
the University of Kentucky at 8
p.m. Monday at Comedy Off
Broadway in the Lexington
Green Shopping Center. The
jazz ensembles from both
schools will perform.
Admission is $6.25 with all
proceeds going to support the
two groups.

Domestic violence
reason for Purple Day

B&T groundbreaking
under way tomorrow
A groundbreaking ceremony for the new Business and
Technology Center will be held
at 1:30 p.m. Friday at the lot
adjacent Keene Hall across the
Bypass.
Also tomorrow, the college
will host its seventh annual
Professional Skills Conference.
Speaking at the event will be
Former Olympian Kenny Davis
and former Miss America
Heather French-Henry.

Conference held at
Eastern Sat-Sun.
The Appalachian Studies
Association Conference will be
Friday through Sunday in the
Perkins, Stratton and Keen
Johnson buildings. This is the
first time Eastern is hosting
the annual event. For a full
agenda visit www.appalachianstudies.org.

Student speaker
applications needed
Vice President James
Conneely is looking for two
graduating students to share
their Eastern experience. The
persons selected will represent
the student body at the 2003

Nominees needed
for CB&T award
Eastern is seeking nominees
for the College of Business &
Technology Excellence in
Entrepreneurship award.
Nominations for the 2003
award will be accepted through
Tuesday.
Nominations should be sent
to Robert Rogow, 317 Bert
Combs Building, Eastern
Kentucky University, 521
Lancaster Ave., Richmond, KY,
40475-3102 or e-mailed to
CoUegeBTOeku.edu.

Free community
concerts next week
The Richmond Choral
Society is singing Gabriel
Faure's "Requiem" in two free
nights of music. The first concert is at 8 p.m. April 5 at Berea
Baptist Church in Berea. The
second concert is at 3 p.m. April
6 at Brock Auditorium in the
Coates Building.
For more information, call
85*623-5740 or 85*624-8908.

Kentucky author
to speak Tuesday
Author James A Ramage wiD
speak at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday, in

the Kennamer Room of the
Powell Building.
The eventTs sponsored by
Eastern's Center for Kentucky
History and Politics.
Ramage is the award-winning author of three books and
numerous articles. Rebel
Raider The Life of General John
Hunt Morgan won the Douglas*
Souths! Freeman award for outstanding book in Southern history for 1966.

across the country in celebrating.
The community can "Lend
A Hand" to the youth development activities by purchasing s
hand for $1 at local businesses.
The celebration begins April 4
at the Boys & Girls Club of
Madison County.

SWK Symposium
held Wednesday

First Weekend is April 3^.
For more Information, visit
www.nrstweekend.eku.edu.

The Student Social Work
Association (with the Eastern
Social Work faculty) are sponsoring the twentieth annual
Social Work Symposium from 9
a.m.-3 p.m. on Wednesday in
rooms A-D of the Perkins
Building. Carole E. Jordan will
present "Violence Against
Women."
There will also be panel discussions, presentations and
refreshments served.

Applications due for
Leg. internships

Apply for research
grants by April 7
The University Research
Committee still has $60,000
available to support research
projects through internal
grants. The submission deadfine is April 7.
Applications are limited to a
$5,000 maximum. Guidelines
and application packets are
available
at
www.research.eku.edu /URC/fo
rms/Forms.htm. Call 622-3636
if you have questions.

Final dean candidate
visited March 12
Deborah G. Wilson, the final
candidate for the dean of
College of Justice and Safety
was on campus March 12 to
attend an open reception in her
honor. The Progress waa not
notified of her visit until after
the print deadline. She is currently chair of the department
of justice administration at the
University of Louisville.

Celebrate week with
The Boys & Girls
President
Bush
has
declared April 6-12 National
Boys & Girls Club Week The
Boys & Girls Club of Madison
County join more than 3,300
other Boys & Girls Clubs

► Police Beat: Mar 11-18
Compiled by Allsha Hockensmrth
*Tke following reports have
been filed with Eastern's
Division of Public Safety.
Maxell 11
Garrett Gerard reported the
faceplate to his car stereo was
taken from his vehicle while it
waa parked in Alumni CoEseum
Lot
Michael Hansford reported the
theft of his CD player and CDs
from his vehicle while it was
parked in Alumni Coiseum Lot
The estimated value was $300.
It was reported a resident of
Keene Hal had stolen property
in his possession including a
metal coat rack and a gray
Iwttdcowh
March 12

A Palmer Hal resident reported
someone had put what appeared
to be a used condom on her
doorknob.
John N. Sexton, 23, of
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with possessm of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia and tampering with
physical evidence.
Mayehl3
A Psfcner Hal resident reported
being threatened by someone
else on her floor.

Heather Cole reported jewelry
was stolen from her room in
Palmer Hall. The estimated
value of the items is $335.
Christopher Fox reported a
Playstation 2, two games and
two movies were stolen from his
room in Dupree Hall.
Public safety received a call
from someone in the Campbell
Building who reported a white
male had threatened to Mi ban.
A Commonwealth Hal resident
reported receiving harassing
messages while logged on to
AOL Instant Messenger.
March 14

Terrance M. Secrist [H, 24, of
Berea, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Timothy J. Morgan, 24, of
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Raymond Feher reported three
electronic items were stolen
from his room in Dupree
Hal
Farahelh Henssey reported that
dte had two pairs of jeans and a
i from the first floor

Hie idea of writing interest you?
f so, visit The Progress Offices
at 117 Donovan Annex and
up an application for fall semester
positions.
For more information, call Jen
or Kym Fox at 622-1881.

laundry room in Clay Hal
Clay Hal staff reported finding a
marijuana joint in a room while
conducting room inspections.
Beer cans, whiskey bottles, 13
firecrackers and a controBed substance in an improper container
were also found. The reporting
officer plans to file criminal
charges for the possession of
marijuana at a later date again*
the two residents of the room.
March 15
Clarence R. Collett, 37, of
London, was arrested and
charged with possession of mari-

Applications are now being
accepted for the 2004
Kentucky
Legislative
Internship Program. Students
of all majors are invited to
apply. To qualify, students must
be a junior or senior by
January 2004. and have an
overall GPA of 2.8 or better.
Selected students will work
in Frankfort from late
December to early May 2004,
will receive a monthly stipend
of $1,000 and will be eligible to
receive 12-15 hours of academic credit
Applications are due
Tuesday. For applications and
additional information, contact
Paul Blanchard in McCreary
117 or by phone at 622-4380 or
e-mail
paul.blanchardOeku.edu.

Retirement dinner
tickets on sale
The Eaatern Retirement
Class of 2003 will meet at 6:30
p.m. April 25 for the annual
retirement dinner in the
Perkins Building. The event is
preceded by a reception at 5:30
&m. Tickets are $16 and may
; purchased at the cashier's
window, SSB 210 through April
10.

Instiutional Research
gets new office
The Institutional Research
Office has moved from Combs
211 to Room 200 in the Coates
Building. The new mailing
address is Costes 36-A. The
phone numbers are: reception
2-2105. Karen Carey 2-6585,
Stacey Street 2-2364, Bethany
Miller 2-6682 and Tanlee
Taulbee 2-6682. The new fax
number is 2-6659.

Suiniii4M and Fan
Courts
Pri nsglshaHuii
is now In

Meaasa Hurd reported damage
to her vehicle whie it was parked
in Alumni Coliseum Lot. She
reported damage from key scrap
iags to the hood and right passenger side door. She also reported some of the items inside her
vehicle were taken or damaged.

IYJAMB-VMON

Editor

Two bills filed by state legislators that could have significantly regulated credit card
solicitations on college campuses did not receive final
approval from the state legislature.
Bills filed by State Rep.
Susan Westrom (D-79th
District) and House Speaker
Jody Richards passed the
House and their assigned
Senate committees, and only
needed full approval from the
Senate before being signed
into legislation.
"Like many other bills that
passed to the Consent
Calendar in the Senate, their
leadership chose not to bring
them out on the Senate floor
for a vote," Westrom said. "... I
am sorry to say our college
campuses will remain a site for
predators that do not have concern for our students that our
leaders should have."
Westrom said plans to

job. ,
college.
r

rtas.«r-

► PROGRESS
CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
Hslp Wantad: Student to help
register the local chapter of a
national honor society. 3.0 minimum GPA required, sophomores
preferred. Contact ua at
vlcepresldent O phisigmatheta.or
g. (352) 262-9528.
Help Wanted: Thursday Only.
Part-time positions. Day shift.
Good pay. Express Personnel.
(859)971-1011.
Wanted: Student Entrepreneurs.
National marketing firm seeks
organized and hardworking selfstarter. Great compensation plan
and bonuses, no telemarketing.
Call 800-592-2121 x174 or emall bovadlaOco1cccc.com.
Help Wanted: Great summer
employment opportunity at Gal
Scout Camp. Work In the outdoors and make a difference In
the life of a child. Unit staff,
Creattv* Arts Director, Water
Front Director, Kitchen AkJe positions available. 800-475-2621.
Help Wanted: Looking
summer Job? Now Wring
for part-time position.
Dairy Mart. Southern HHIs
946 Commercial Dr.

for a
clerks
Apply
Plaza

Help Wanted: Night AudRor-3rd
Shift. We are looking for customer focused team members.
This position provides great
opportunity, competitive pay,
sxceient benefits and a great
work environment suitable to college students In need of extra

study time. Contact Human
Resources, 1950 Newtown Pike.
Lexington, KY 40511. (859) 233-.
0512. f ax (859) 381-9492 or mil
mail: lcellOqx.net.

FOR RENT

soctsty <* fntmttmt Jmmam

Mooting
April 7 at 5 p.m.
April Short
^.U «*elve Into the
life & times of
Gonzo journalist

Hunters.
Thompson

«.

o
i

For Rent Three-bedroom apart-,
ment. 626-1312.
Roommatea' Special: AVAILABLE NOW - 1 block from EKU,
spacious 2, 3 & 4 bedroom;
townhouses, up to 3 bathe!
Utilities Included. Please call
625-5757.
For Rent: One-bedroom apart-'
ment, 2 1/2 blocks from campus.
Recently renovated. No pets:,
624-6213.
:••

FOR SALE
Motorcycle For Sale: 2000
Suzuki 1400 Intruder, 12k.
green. Excellent condition.
Windshield, saddle bags, extra
chrome, new tires. Asking
$5,800. CaM 622-6164.

MISCELLANEOUS
Free Makeover: For Females
with long, straight hair (waist
length or longer). Sponsored by
Looks of Love. Call Hair
Sensations Beauty Salon. 6265006.
Loet Dog: White, medium size,
female dog with tan spots and
brown Bsagls Mm eats. Red ooflar. Her name Is Joeta. 622-6062.
623-4006,623-4337.

Clsasass • 8tud«nt Oroui

■am S1.WO - »2.ooo ttum i__
CwipinPiiiidtimr 3 hour tundraMna cvnM
HWiarm WHl tun«i1«lm ■■■>' »nh no rtok
FundraMng dM« mrm IWMim qulofcly, as fM wMH n
p™o>«ml M worfca. Cwiuoi Caiwianndraia i
<»ati) osa-asam. or VMM

in cha Kaaaata tmm
Mill! Hi Gu»<YOU CAM

KINTUCKV
/,
I SOO OO QWHD

March 18

Thomas A. Bryan, 45, of
Sandgap, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.

r

address the issue again in the
2004 session.
Westrom's bill would haver
"prohibited the offering of a'
gift in exchange for a student,
credit application; required
public postsecondary educa-'.
tion institutions and encourage'
nonpubKc postsecondary instiV
tutions to mclude credit card
debt education sessions as part':
of new student orientation,
among other things.
Richards' College Campus'
Credit Card Solicitation Act.
would have required a credit
card issuer to register with an
official at the university before
doing any solicitation on campus. The bill also would have
"required an application for a'
credit card to have the consent
of a parent in writing; prohibit*
ed the credit card companji
from taking any legal action
against the parent to collect
the student credit card debt,
and the credit card issuer must
have verified the student's age'
and identity," among other'
things.

8o*pso»(A12)
for morsdstsils.

Anru M. Colett, 38, of L-wdon,
was arrested and charged with
i of marijuana and posi of drug paraphernalia

120 DtJNMM MM

h

First Weekend
events scheduled

Credit solicitation
bills not passed

s%'I Radii

We Deliver!

Tune in and
listen to
something
good...not
that boring
stuff on all
the other
stations!

University
Shopping Center
644 Eastern ByPass

(859)624-5949
Hours:
Mon.- Fri. • 10 tun.- 9 p.m.
Sat • 11 a.m.- 4 p.m.

FREE drink & chips
with purchase 1/2 or
whole sandwich. _>.
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Vice chair of university Foundation Board dies
Editor

George L Freibert, 59, of
Louisville, died in his sleep
March 16 after suffering a
cerebral
hemorrhage.
Freibert served as vice chair
of the university's Foundation
Board for 14 years and
presided as chair of the
Foundation several months
following Chair for Bob
Morgan's resignation.
Freibert was a graduate of
Eastern and was inducted into
the University's Hall of
Distinguished Alumni. He also
Was a graduate of Trinity High
School in Louisville and served
on the school's Foundation
Board as general chair of the
Shamrock Campaign. In 1999

the school named him its
Honor Alumnus.
Tim Hall, director of major
gifts at Eastern who worked
with Freibert for nearly three
years, described him as a "phenomenal individual." Freibert
loved Eastern and had a strong
dedication to seeing Eastern
succeed in all areas.
"He was always very interested in making sure things
were moving forward with the
Foundation," Hall said. "He
tried to keep his eyes and the
eyes of other members focused
on the goals of the Foundation
... His contributions from the
vice-chair perspective were
ones of very solid leadership."
Robert Rogow, dean of the
College of Business and
Technology,
described

Freibert, who graduated from
the College of B&T, as "a very
energetic and dynamic individual who cared about people."
He said the college especially
appreciates all the support
Freibert provided over the
years.
"George was very interested
in the students and programs at
Eastern," Rogow said. "In addition to his financial support, he
was very generous with his
time. For several years he
would coordinate and moderate
a panel discussion of successful
entrepreneurs for students during the College's annual
Professional Skills Conference."
Eastern President Joanne
Glasser said Monday Freibert
"was a personal and institutional friend, and we will miss him

very much."
In addition to serving
Eastern, Freibert also founded
Professional Bank Services,
Inc.,
headquartered
in
Louisville in 1978. The company
provides consulting, education
and investment banking services for financial institutions
throughout the United States.
Before founding his business, Freibert served 10 years
at the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation and was
a certified bank examiner. In
2002 he received an Earth Day
Award from the Kentucky
Environmental
Quality
Commission. He allowed his
reservation, Old Pond Place, to
serve as a permanent conservation area devoted to wildlife
and reconstructed colonial log

: Amendments filed again to change regulations
Ffom The Front
sought the restraining order to
prevent the CPE from doing that
so Rice could remain on the
Board "pending legal notification
and a final resolution to the situation." Now, with the restraining
order, neither the CPE nor
Patton can take any action to
remove Rice from his position on
the Board at this time.
All parties unanimously
agreed to the order. One of
three representatives from the
CPE present at the hearing said
the order did not mean the CPE
was agreeing to anything specific, and said the CPE was mentioned in the case simply
because the bill's wording
required it to notify Regents
who violate the residency
requirements.
, "Quite frankly, we don't have
a dog in this fight," a representative said.
„ Monday however, Worley
filed amendments to House Bill
252 (the bill that set original
guidelines for national board certification of teachers) that if
passed, would have eliminated
mandating the CPE to issue
Regents notice if they violate the
residency guideline of SB 152
and make it OK for a Regent to
reside in Washington, D.C. SB

152 originally had stated a
Regent could not reside in territories outside the United States
or in the District of Colombia
Worley also introduced an
amendment that permanently
prohibits members of the
General Assembly and who are
full-time employees of universities to be presidents of universities. An amendment that
reads: "A change in residency
after the member's eligibility
for reappointment, except a
member who is appointed after
June 1, 2003, and assumes residency outside the 50 United
States or the District of
Columbia shall become immediately ineligible to serve" was
filed. None of the amendments
passed.
Worley did not return
Progress phone calls.
Moberiy also filed an amendment to HB 132 very similar to
Worley's outlining who could not
serve as university president.
His amendment passed.
Tuesday Rice said he had not
seen copies of the amendments
and declined comment
Hable said after the hearing
he expects the issue to be
resolved soon as he plans to confer with representatives of the
CPE and the Governor's Office
over the next few days.

"I expect it to be resolved in a
way that is going to enable Mr.
Rice to maintain his position as
chairman of the Board at
Eastern. If the issue cannot be
resolved by discussions with the
CPE and governor, the case will
be argued before the judge,"
Hable said, adding he expects
the issue to be resolved before
the April 25 Board meeting.
Hable said Rice deserves to
sit on the Board.
Tve known him to be a person who is interested in public
service and serving on this
Board for all the right reasons,"
he said.
Rice said Tuesday he has
faith in the court system and that
he does believe it will find in his
favor.
The Governor's Office
declined comment and the CPE
and LayzeQ could not be reached
for comment Eastern President
Joanne Glasser also declined to
comment on pending litigation.
The restraining order
remains in effect, allowing Rice
to serve on the Board, until a
final resolution is reached by the
parties or the issue is resolved in
court, Hable said.
When news of the lawsuit
filed by Rice hit the university

community, some Board members and university faculty quickly responded.
Faculty
Regent
Pam
Schlomann said she had concerns about the substance of the
law.
"We have some very capable,
committed alumni who live outof-state," she continued. "I would
not like to restrict the kind of
contributions they can make to
the university simply because of
their residence."
Schlomann was instrumental in drafting a letter to the
governor opposing the legislation before SB 152 was
signed.
Staff Regent David Williams,
one of seven Regents who
signed the letter, said Tuesday
he was pleased to learn the court
issued a temporary restraining
order.
"With all the critical issues
the Commonwealth is facing, if s
hard to comprehend that these
people continue to choose to
spend their time and energy and
our tax dollars on petty personal
politics," he said.
Faculty Senate Chair Keith
Johnson, who signed the letter
as well, said there will be a
motion brought forth at the
Senate's next meeting April 7 in
regard to the issue.

structures.
Freibert is sui vived by his
daughter. Barrett Alizabeth; a
son, Bartholomew Wilson; his
former wife, Barbara Wilson
Freibert; a brother, David
Freibert, and eight nieces and
nephews. He is predeceased
by his parents, William C. and
Elizabeth Smith Freibert; a
brother, William J. Freibert.
and a sister, RoseAnne Brown.
Services were held at Our
Lady of Lourdes Catholic
Church in Louisville with a private burial in his family cemetery at Old Pond Place March
19. Visitation was held at
Ratterman's Funeral Home in
Louisville March 17-18.
Memorial gifts can be made
to the Trinity High School
foundation or the Sierra Club.

George Freibert, 59, of
Louisville, was an Eastern
graduate.

DOORS: Tickets to be sold
up until day of concert
From The Front
opportunity for students to
see a band play."
The tickets are $12 for fulltime students and are on sale
at the Powell Center
Information Desk. All 700floor seats in Alumni
Coliseum are reserved for
Eastern students only.
Non-Eastern students can
purchase tickets through
Ticketmaster for $20.
Tickets can be purchased
by phone by calling (859)281-6644 or at Ticketmaster
information locations. They

can also be purchased at
www.ticketmaster.com.
Marks said tickets will
continue to be sold in Powell
up until the concert date.
At Ticketmaster, tickets
will be sold until noon the
day of the concert and will be
sold at the door of AC if tickets are still available beginning at 5:30 p.m.
Doors will open at 6:30
p.m. April 23.
The concert will be held at
7:30 p.m. in AC.
The opening acts will be
Theory of a Deadman and 12
Stones.

Visit The Progress
online at www.
easternprogress.
com!

CHURCH DIRECTORY
sbt-adaat life Ministries
.305 Gcri Lane (behind Rccordsmith)
Phone. X59-625-5366
Sunday school 10 a.m.
Sun. Morning Worship- 11 a.m
Sun Evening Wonhip: 6 p.m.
Wodnexby evening: 7 p.m.
Radio Service*: Weekdays * I 30 p.m.
onWCBR 1110 AM
Via ndes available on or off campus.
(Contact church A leave message.)
Mi HB Aveaaw Carisiiaa
IN Big Hill Ave.
Phone: 859-62M592 (office)
.Phone: «59^23-*6O0 lanssvcrmg
gjiuihme)
Sunday School: 9:43 s.ra
'Monday Wonhip: 10-45 a.m.
!£vciung Wonhip: 6 p.m.
3Da Wednesday. Christian Students
^Serving Chntt meets at 7 p.m. Call
"the office at one of the numbers listed
above for transportation to meetings.
('lMtrch«f('hrM
461 Tobsanoiin Brooklrac Sub. off
(joggms I as*
West side 1-75)
Sunday: 9:30 a.m.. 10:20 a.m.. 6 p.m
( ollege Bible Study: Wednesdays. 7
p.m
Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924
feal»r»HCl»»re*iafOs»-8strias>T
5323 I cxmgton Rd (IS 25 N.)
J-hone: »59-*23-l226
«unday vVorshsp I 30 ajn and 11 a.m
*<fclt Education: 9 30 am
ianserbury FetJowshsp: Tuesday at
•) I 45 at Possdl OnII

First Presbytrrina Chare* (PCUSA)
330 W. Main Si
Phone: 859-623-5323
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 11 a.m
Weekly Bible Study: Monday. 10 a.m..
in the Church Parlor
Family Night Supper (weekly and
free!) Wednesday. 6 p.m.. in the
Fellowship Hall.
First llasted Mrtbadht Charch
401 West Maw St.
Phone: 859-623-3580
Worship Services: Sunday 8:30 a.m Traditional A 10:45 a.m. Blend Service
Sunday School: 9:35 am. A Small
Groups
Rliatniaa rant Cfcurehaf the
Nararrar
l36AtpeaAvc.
Phone: 859-623-5510
Sunday School: 9 45 am
Monung Worship 10:40 a.m
Sunday evening: 6 p.m.
Wednesday: 7 pm — Mfc Study.
Youth. College A Career, Children t

St. Strpbta CathsHe Vsvaasva Cratrr
405 University Dt
Phone: 859-623-9400
Sunday Mass: 5 p.m.
Sunday Supper 6 p.m. (SI 00)
Inqusry classes (or bccosnsng ( athohc
Wcdacday 7 pm
No*man Night for ail students: Wed 9

j

Stl

fafca Creasnnl iiiiullj afflaaj
iTOlassKaaaerM.
Service tares: Sunday. 10:45 is*
Wednesday FanaUy Night: 7 pj»
For ndes or snore satormatioa cad 859-

1285 Barnes Ms* Rd
Phone 859-623-7254
Sunday Traditional Service: 8:30 am
Suaday School: 9:45 am
StssMvy Contemporary Woribip: II

BMML
First Aannssw < ssssrrh

1405 Bancs Man Rd*5*624-987»
School- 9:30 am
. Wonkas: 8 27 a m.. 1045 am
tfcjfft*
Night Prayer and eel

74* pum
For fact
kcev casl S59-424-987I

lrinstyMs.alsss.ry ■apnat <
Jack s Creek Pshe A U S 25 N
losy lt€i*u*id. rVtntftcr
859-623-68*8
School: 9-45 am
Sunday Worshsp Service II am. ana6

MsWednesday Service: 7 pm
Night You* Mcci-g 6:30
oad a
n.n.aii., BsMe
•f Grace

nrsl laastsst Church
350 W. Mesa at Lancaster Ave
»59-*23-402»
School -M0 a-snS30a.«v lla_as A
fclSpJU.
UBS- 7-30 pm at ML' Cc
andBsMe Study

p.m.
Transportation available

White Oak Pond ( arisiiaa
(DisciplciofChn.it)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd (at Ooggins
Lane)
Phone: 859-6234515
Sunday Wonhip: 9 am A 11 am
Coffee Fellowship: Sundays, 10 a.m.
Sunday School: 10:15 am
Flight 707 - a contciiipufary praise and
wonhip service. Sundays at 7:07 p.m.
Monday Prayer Experience : 5:30
p.m.
Wednesday Dinner and Bible Study: 6
p.m.
Lnharian-Unrvertallst Fellowship
20V SI. George Si
Where religion and reason meet.
Adult service, youth program, and preschool care,
Sunday morning at 10-45
Family Night: last Sunday of the
month.
For snore information, call 859-6234614 or 859-626-9940.
Trinity Chart* PCA
3l5SpangkrDt
(behind Pizza but off the by-pass)
Richmond. Ky. 40475
Worship at 9:50 am
Sunday School at 11:10 am
Pastor Curt Gardner
Phone 859-624-8910
Wehps»K:wildcaabsuefo«usentnniry
Cnnrra at Christ
713 W Mas* St.
Services Sunday BsMc School 9 am
Sunday worship 10 am
Sunday evening 6 pm
Wednesday Bane School 7 pm
Colonels For Chnst 4 pm Thasiehw
Powell BuiUiag
: 623-«535

2301 Rod House Rd
859-623-8471
Sunday School: *»i

236 West Main Street
Campus or Carry-out Only
Large 1 Topping $5.50
add Magic Bread or Sweetie Pie for $1.99 more
Strombolis - $5.99
Magic Cheese Bread and a Coke - $4.99

"Taste the Magic"

624-0404
Great Job Opportunities!!
Hiring Student* Part-Time NOW & Full-Tim* During Summer A Break*

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY!!
Wo offer 10-40+ hours/week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.50 - $12.00/ Hour

1 -800-933-3575

Located Here in Lexington, Just Minutes
from Campus!!
We also Have Facilities in Other Cities, Call Us!
Lanoogton. KY 1-BOO ©33-3675
LsrnssVBucytuo t -800-8©4-062«
CIO > onVasrid'AlsronaCasnaon 1 -BOO-8 74-OBBO
C-scirsnam/N Kentucky 1-BOO 255 4040
sVlsMinsiali»',».ahannd t -B00-B24-O52B

DaytorVSprirKjfsesd 1 B0O-2S3-5511
Totodo 1 800-B9B-0070
PirtatsurgfVErtB PA t -000-4)74-0060
WVosst Vsrgtnaa 1 -600-646-4423
Boutriaoat Otwo 1-800546-4423

No Experience Nectatary. Train in one ficjl&x during school & work in
Lduring summer break. We offer Scha^Jsate RarribWty. Start training WOW.
Saataty Woraanr 1045 am A 6 pm
Prayer A Basle Snuty 7

Schedule an Interview A.S.A.P Bring a Friend!
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t>epo-Provera is 99.1% e-P-Peetive.
S>irtK Gorvtrol you -tKink
aeou-t jus-t 4- x a year.
r

Of course, using condoms is the only way

periods or spotting. Many women stop having

to protect yourself against HIV/AIDS or other

periods altogether after a few months and

sexually transmitted diseases, but make sure

some may experience a slight weight gain.

you're also as protected as possible against

You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could

pregnancy. That's why more women than

be pregnant, if you have had any unexplained

ever are choosing Depo-Provera — it's

periods, or if you have a history of breast

99.7% effective when administered on

cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver disease.

time every 3 months.

When using Depo-Provera, there may be a

Remember. Deoo-Provera doesn't protect

possible decrease in bone density.

vou from HIV/AIDS or other sexually

Depo-Provera. One of the best and most

transmitted diseases.

convenient ways to protect yourself from

Some women using Depo-Provera experience

pregnancy. Ask your health care professional

side effects. The most common are irregular

if prescription Depo-Provera is right for you.

See what Depo-Provera is all about.
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or
visit Pepo-Provera-QOfVi.

6>irtK conrtrol you -tKink asout jus-t + x a year.
Please see important product information on adjacent page.
O 2002 Pharmacy Corporation
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COPE: Student says writing therapy

Speaking out

From The Front
It * dangerous all the time.
My aunt told me the was
watching the newa and an
Army mechanic unit had been
captured and he (her fiance) la
an Army mechanic * Bilakl
•aid. The flrat thing I thought
waa oh no, it't Kevin."
"Later we found out. you
know, it waant him. But you
have to wait to long to hear.
They said aometimee It could
be at leaat two weeka to find
out If It waa him or not"
While Carlln waan't captured, Bilakl found aomething
elae to worry about the condT
dona he'a living In.
"He doeant eat enough and
he'e skinny already." BUd aakl
"He aakl hell go aomewheie to
get hot food, but by the time he
geta it it's already cold because
he had to wait so long."
Tucked away in some of the
packagea she aenda him are
cans of beef atew and other
high protein foods.
"I always send a lot" Bilakl
said. "I send enough so he can
give some out He'a a sergeant.
he needa to look out for hla
men."
Bilakl and her friends and
family put together aeveral
care packagea and hope the
other soldlera are getting some
things they can ahare. Also,
she hopes people will tend
things to troops to help boost
their spirita while they're away
from home.
"Nobody wants war. Kevin
even said he did not want the
war to happen," Bilakl aaid.
"Everybody knew it waa coming, nobody waa going to
change it. People walking out
in the street are not going to
change it. All that's left to do is
support your country."
"Over (Spring) Break I taw
protesters saying 'no death for
oil." They have no idea what
this la all about. We are not
over there for oil and that
makes me so mad to hear.
"Kevin even told me in one

Eastern professor arrested
for not leaving Depot site
lYADMHanw

Eaatam atudant Chrlata Bilakl poaas for a anapahot with har
flanoa Kevin Carlln. Carlln la a aergaant In the U.S. Army and la
stationed overseas. Bilakl la hoping Carlln ware return In Auguat

of hla paat letters that 'this Isn't
a party.' He'a sleeping in a tent.
We're not over there for oil.
We're over there to help people. People juat don't understand that I hate that he'a over
there saving the llvea of people
like that." she said.
And this war will keep
Bllald and Carlln apart for two
important dates, Bllski's 19th
birthday and their one-year
anniversary.
"He bought me a birthday
card before lie left because he
knew he wouldn't be back,"
Bllakisaid.
The media coverage, especially live television views,
have Bilakl glued to the television set. She aaid she watches
FOX Newa constantly, trying
to stay updated on the lateat
developmenta, which la having
an effect on her grades.
"I'm not doing aa well thla
aemeater," Bilakl aaid. "I'm
expecting to see my grade
point average go down."
But she also tries to distract
herself. The wedding dress she
bought over Spring Break helps
keep her spirita up and helps her
focus on her future with Carlln.
"He wanted to help plan the

wedding ao bad, but then he
said to Juat go ahead and do It
(without him) becauae he
wants to get married at aoon
aa he geta back He Juat aaid to
keep him updated," Bilakl aakl.
Bilakl hopes Carlln will be
back thla Auguat She plane to
take a aemeater off to plan her
wedding and move to Virginia,
where Carlin is stationed when
in the states, but also is preparing for him to be gone an entire
year. Relying on the support of
friends and family helpa keep
her strong to send encouraging
messages to Carlin and others
in the military.
"I was at Wal-Mart and aaw
a book where you can write to
the aoldiera. I wrote a little
note to help lift their spirits."
When Bilakl miaaet her
fiance, ahe looks at her
engagement ring, which he
Give her Juat before he left the
nited States.
"When I went up to see him
before I left he gave it to me,"
Bilakl aaid, amlling at her ring.
"I waa really, really glad we got
to apend that time together
before he left. It helpt me
remember the good times we
have together."

Local Madison Red Cross Chapter
helps military families in need
BVCHNAVAU

Managing adttor

A woman aita in her car;
ready to take her child to
school so ahe can go to work.
She turns the key in the ignition, but the car doea not
atart. Another day, another
problem ... It all seems to happen when her husband it
away.
Some families may eaairy be
able to take their car to the
mechanic, but for tome military families who are left stateside while their spouses are
deployed overseas, the expense
of an auto mechanic could
mean choosing between groceries for the month or a working car.
That bill wat $700," taid
Dawn Lewie, director of the
Daniel Boone Chapter of the
American Red Croaa, referring
to just one case the hat seen in
the past few weeks.
"When you're on a fixed

income in the military and
you've expended all your
money, you have to turn
someplace for help," she
said.
The Red Crott offert several services to military families, including monetary aid
when emergencies occur.
Lewis taid her office waa
receiving three or four phone
calls per week. Now, seven to
eight call* are received each
day.
"Every caae it to different. I had a lady contact me
worried that her huabtnd
waa on the Blackhawk helicopter that went down when
four soldiers were killed,"
Lewis taid.
Lewis taid the Red Crott
waa able to reaature her he
waan't on the helicopter.
According to Lewie, The
Red Crott serves at communication line between familiea
and their servicemen or
women.

Most of the mettaget are
relayed over the Internet to
command posts. Commanding
officera usually will have a
chaplain deliver metttget
becauae Lewis said "when people are contacting their loved
ones in the military it's usually
not for good reasons. Chaplains
know what to aay and how to
handle It"
Lewis aaid her office confirms all messages "before
sending them to the military
installations. Volunteers contact funeral homea, hospitals
and nuraing homea before
tending meetagea about illneat or death to servicemen or
women.
Lewis regrets thit service
it not available to girlfriends.
boyfriends
and
other
acquaintances of military personnel.
'Please log on to www.easttrnprognu.com for more information and emergency contact
numbers.

Sitting inside a lonely and
uncomfortable Jail cell. Eastern
mathematics professor Mary
Ann Ghoaal reflected on the
same simple act of sitting that
Just a few short momenta prior
landed her behind ban.
Two other women and I
pitched a tent and simply sat in
the driveway to the (Blue
Grass Army Depot)." the taid.
The Federal Marshals then
came up and gave ua a 20minute warning to clear the
area. But the three of ua
weren't planning to move."
Ghoaal, along with a philosophy professor from the
University of Kentucky and a
Berea College student refused
to obey the orders of the
Federal Marahala. They felt
the issue they were representing waa too Important
"I love my country and I
think we're doing a terrible
thing," ahe aaid. "We are tearing down 70 or 80 years of
international treaty about war
and peace."
Ghoaal and her two friends
are members of The Central
Kentucky Pledge of Residence
group, which on March 16
Kevin MarHtvProgrtM
organized Its third demonstration at the Blue Gratt Army Mary Ann Ghoaal, a professor In the math department, waa one of
Depot.
The third protest, like the three people arreated at the Blue Graaa Army Depot March 16 for
previout two, contitted of pitching a tent In the Depot's driveway and refusing to leave.
scripted street theater, candlelight vigils, singing and prayer. chains," she said.
you worry about what people
The recent protest that ended
At the Federal Court Houae will think about you. But then
In Ghoaal'a imprisonment waa in Lexington, they attended a you get to a point where you
called: "Don't let it atart here." preliminary hearing where realize it's not about you. If you
After Ghoaal and the other they ended up with state decided you should do this you
two women
charges and should not do thit with the
didn't comply
were released idea ift about you being noble
with
the
on their own or anything. It's a call that you
request of the
recognizance. have to answer."
Federal
Ghoaal'a next
As for future proteatt,
Marshals, they
court date la Ghosal said she still plans to
were arrested
May 12.
participate, but must be careful.
and taken to
When
"I've been charged until I go
the Fayette
Ghoaal back to trial not to break the
County
returned to law," she said. "I said I wouldDentition The Scottish rocks era part of a work
on n't break the law and I will
Center
in calm made at the Union Church Monday ahe honor my word."
Lexington.
waa greeted
When bombs began to rain
Since
the in Berea, now displayed on by intereated over Iraq laat Wednesday,
Depot la con- Qhoaal'a deak. Carina originated students who Ghosal aaid ahe felt devastatsidered federal along pathways for travelers. had
heard ed, but continued to have hope
property, the This carln waa made aa a path- about
her regarding future protests.
arrest
three were ini- way of peace earlier In Berea.
"My real hope is that we can
tially charged
"I
told do aomething quite different
federally with
them jail's not than what happened on March
no bail.
a place you ever want to be," 5 at the protest in the plaza,"
Ghoaal described her over- the taid.
ahe taid. "I think that the most
all Jail experience aa "uncomGhoaal added tome co- important thing about thit war
fortable."
workers htve mentioned the is that we can talk to each other
"We were checked Into the incident, but some haven't
about our love for our country."
main population which
"I may have been isolated
She added that she hopes
involved being strip searched from some people t little bit but campus will learn to get along
and putting on a jump auit," I don't know — what I do know during theae turbulent times.
she said Then we were taken it that the EKU Colonels for
"Irs a given that we're going
to individual cells."
to disagree about things, but I
Peace Hke me," ahe laughed.
The experience la one don't think any of the people
The next morning after
"powered eggt and lumpy Ghosal will never forget, but that were at the proteet (on
grits" for breakfast, Ghoaal wat one ahe doesn't regret
March 5) weren't operating out
taken to court
"I thought long and hard of a love of their country. But
"In order to be transported about thla starting in October," we need to learn to talk to each
for court we had to be hand- the taid. "It waa hard to get other and listen deeply to each
cuffed and shackled with leg through that process because other."
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Mooting
April 7 at 5 p.m.
April Short
will delve Into the
lift & times of
Oonxo Journalist
Hunter S.
Thompson
Rm 120 Donavan Annex
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Community reacts
Eastern, Richmond
reflect on strikes
U—

BY ADAM BAKER

Now* wrUor

I

i

As Eastern students found
themselves at the halfway mark
of the Spring Break holiday.
United States President George
Bush found himself at the final
moment of an ultimatum for
Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein to produce missing
weapons of mass destruction or
leave Iraq.
Last Wednesday night U.S.
and coalition bombs were
dropped over Iraq, beginning
"Operation Iraqi Freedom."
Skies lit up over Baghdad with
flashes and explosions while
here on the homefront, skies
filled with the light of a full
moon, silence and anticipation.
Just five days after American
troops engaged in combat in
the Gulf (for the second time of
our lifetime), campus of fleet reopened and classes resumed
Monday. Although Monday
may have seemed like an average day on campus, the actions
taking place on the other side of
the globe were on everyone's
mind.
"I think our national leaders
have tried to prepare us that
(thia conflict) would not be easy
or over as quickly as some persons might hope," Eastern
President Joanne Glasser said
on Monday. "My prayers are for
the safety of American service
men and women and for the
protection of innocent lives."
War In sJMSflM

As the United States and
its allies engage in conflict
overseas, opinions concerning
the actions and decisions
from the Bush Administration
here at home differ.
"George Bush should be
Impeached."
said
Bob
Topmiller, an Eastern professor, member of the EKU
Colonels for Peace and a
Vietnam War veteran.
"It is breaking my heart to
see so many young Marines
being killed in a senseless
conflict that will only create
enemies for the United States.
They deserve better leadership than the chicken hawks
of the Bush Administration."
However, Lauren Cehula, a
freshman from Morgantown.
W.Va. whose boyfriend is in the

I cannot pretend
to know all the
reasons people
have for making
war, much less
assess their true
motives.

—Ken Southgate
Campus minister,
Wsslty Foundation

»
Reserves and nearing deployment said she supports
President Bush and the strikes
overseas.
"I am a huge supporter of
Bush and the Republican Party
and I support the actions he has
chosen." she said. "He knows
what is best for our country and
its people and would not do anything to jeopardize our lives."
President Glasser said she
"deeply respects" President
Bush's responsibility, but
agrees with national policy.
"I am sure that he is
absolutely convinced that he
has done the right thing for
our country and its citizens,"
she said.
"Consequently, I come
down on the side of supporting
our national policy."

Lance Peterson, of the department of military sciences, said
support for the troops helps their
morale during their time of service.
Lt. Col. Brett Morris, commander of Eastern's ROTC, said
the job of a soldier is one of great
responsibility.
"Each time an officer commissions they accept an oath to
support and defend the constitution of the United States," he
said. "It is a very serious oath
and a tremendous commitment;
one that all too often calls for
individuals to make the greatest
sacrifice — to die in the defense
oflibeuy."
Morris added that those who
accept this position, including
students here at Eastern, have a
"deep meaning of the words
etched on the Korean War
Memorial: 'Freedom Is Not
Free."
"Members of Eastern's Corps
of Cadets are preparing themselves to accept this most awesome responsibility as they
earnestly pray and hope for their
friends who are in harms way,"
he said. "They are indeed the
'Colonels' Pride'."
Neal Thompson, a sophomore public relations major from
Louisville, said he expects the
soldiers to encounter even more
danger in the future.
"Once U.S. troops get into
Baghdad it will be a battle until
the end," he said. "The bad thing
Kevin Martin/Progress
is that there is a very good
chance that there will be many Main Street In Richmond, is lined with flags and yellow ribbons In support of the United States Military
casualties in this war."
effort In "Operation Iraqi Freedom." One National Quard unit from Richmond is currently deployed and
another Quard unit from nearby Estlll County is also deployed In the military efforts around the world.

Even though the dangerous
In light of recent world- engagements of "Operation Iraqi
wide protest, support for the Freedom" are taking place in
U.S. troops carrying out the what seems like a world away,
orders under the Bush tensions on the home front conAdministration remains an tinue to grow.
issue both pro- and anti-war
On March
17. The
supporters claim to represent.
Department of Homeland
Yellow ribbons have been Security raised the national
tied to atreet lamps in down- threat level to Level Orange, the
town Richmond and several second highest state of risk for
residents of the community terrorist attacks.
are displaying flags. Richmond
The worry of possible attacks
is home to at least one of three on U.S. soil has prompted indiKentucky National Guard viduals nationwide to increase
units that have been deployed security. The effect* of this
in the current military opera- increased alert are even appartions.
ent at Eastern.
In a forum held Monday
Those logging onto the uniconcerning deployments. Maj. versity's Web she will encounter
a new addition to the Homepage
— an orange box titled
"Emergency
Information
Update." The info-box contains
links to a letter from President
Glasser. emergency phone numbers on campus and university
emergency procedures; including detailed evacuation instructions.
"As America enters into war
with Iraq, college and university
campuses across the nation are
on heightened alert," said Marc
As of Tuesday night,
Whitt, associate vice president
257 individuals had
for public relations and marketing.
responded to the online
"EKU is no exception.
Progess poll asking readers
Student safety and security are
if they believed we were
among the University's top prijustifed in going to war
orities and having the
with Iraq.
Emergency Information Box
posted on EKU's Web site
demonstrates that concern," he
Eun-Vbung *x*/Progrsss said.

The War Debate

Should we go
to war with
Iraq?

Glasser warned if the national threat level is increased to
the highest state of alert. Level
Red, "it may be necessary to
put in affect additional security
and safety measures on campus," because of the Blue Grass
Army Depot's close proximity
to campus.
Glasser also told The
Progress the weapons at the
Depot are "stored in reinforced
concrete bunkers and are
under very heavy security."
However, she added campus
still "needs to be prepared in
the unlikely event of an incident (at the Depot)."
Graduate student Matt
Schumacher from Monroe,
Ohio, said the university's
closeness to the Depot doesn't
worry him.
"I feel as safe here as I
would anywhere else in the
U.S.." he said.
However, Schumacher
added it is always possible for
another attack like the one the
nation saw Sept. 11,2001.
"I think we are vulnerable
at any time to be struck with
another terrorist attack," he
said. "However, if people
worry so much about terror
attacks they will drive themselves crazy."

After flipping on the television, it is difficult for people not
to worry with constant
reminders airing about the con-

Depot security high,
Army stays on alert
§TOW*V«U
Manigtng tdHor

While a war wages nearly
half a globe away, a
spokesman at the Blue Grass
Army Depot says the military
installation is operating busineas as usual
"As far as the security
changes from what's happening in Iraq, nothing has
changed from the day before,"
•aid David Easter, public
affairs officer for the Depot.
Easter said the Depot
remains on high security on a
regular basis because of the
munitions it houses. Tucked
away in 45 earth-covered
igloos are 523 tons, roughly
1.7 percent of the nation's original stockpile of chemical
According to Easter, there
are multiple security measure*
to protect the munitions
housed at the Depot. The
stockpile is kept in a secure.

restricted area surrounded by
two fences topped with barbed
wire.
There are certain areas on
the depot that our security people have been given directions
that shooting to kill is an
option." Easter said. That's not
everywhere on the depot, but
for security reasons I can't disclose that information"
According
to
GbbaKecurity.org. the Depot's
mission is "to provide munitions, chemical material surveillance
and
Special
Operations support to the
Department of Defense"
The Blue Grass Army Depot
houses three types of chemical
agents. A blistering agent
known as "mustard," which
first arrived at the BGAD in the
1940a and two nerve agents,
GB and VX, are also stored in
the igloos. While all three
agents do severe bodily harm.
GB and VX are deadly, accord-

I
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flict with Iraq. Most cable news
channels are devoting their
entire news coverage to the
strike on Iraq. Network stations
have added hours to their dairy
news coverage and even channels like MTV offer updates
regarding the action overseas.
Whether it is glowing green
"night scope" views of Baghdad,
the frontline coverage of
reporters "imbedded" with ao\diers or the in-depth analysis of
retired military officials, the
news coverage of this U.S.
engagement is truly like no
other war reporting.
Students on campus have
mixed feelings about the prolonged news coverage.
"I think it is way overdone,"
Schumacher said. "There has
never been a war with this much
news coverage."
Schumacher added he was
glad CBS decided to air the
NCAA basketball games saying "the troops probably appreciate it more than anyone
else."
Cori Martinek, a freshman
from Middletown, Ohio, said
she thinks the news coverage
is fair and informative.
"I think it helps us realize
what the soldiers are going
through over there and makes
us appreciate their service even
more," she said.
President Glasser said she
tries to "keep up with major
developments without allowing
it to consume time" and die coverage she has seen so far has

been "professionally done."
In thus time of uncertainty and
anguish people look for comfort
in many places. Ken Southgate,
director and Campus minster for
The Wesley Foundation said he
has counseled numerous students since the beginning of the
conflict in Iraq.
"I cannot pretend to know ail the
reasons people have for making
war, much less assess their true
motives," he said. "I can say this:
Christians believe that when Christ
comes back to reign here on earth
there will be no war, ever."
Southgate also said he understands that sometimes it is necessary.
"Leaving a tyrant in power to
brutalize his own people is far
from kind, loving or Christian."
Students having trouble coping with the war may also contact Eastern's Counseling
Center.
"We have a lot of students
who are being affected by
deployment of armed forces,"
Michalle Rice, a counselor at
Eastern's center, told The
Progress.
"We would like to offer aa
opportunity for them so they
see they aren't the only ones
who are affected by this on
campus," she said.
Rice added that no matter
what a student's need may be,
the Counseling Center is full
of professionals ready to
help.

Colonels for Peace teach-in
answers questions about war i

■1

Progrsw Fss Photo
atomic* mun*ona are housed at the Bloe Grass Army Depot in 45
•gtoos The Depot has remained on rngh aJerl smce 9/11.

ing to GlobalSecurity.org.
The chemical weapons have
been stored at the BGAD since
1944, while the nerve agents
GB and VX arrived in the
1960s. Included in the stockpile
are projectiles and rockets containing mustard or blister

agent. GB and VX. According
toGlobaKecurity.org
Igloos containing the stockpile are monitored daily by the
BGAD. While small leaks
occur regularly, the Depot has
not experienced a large scale
leak or accident.
4

will be exercising people
rights to free speech and
The EKU Colonels for Peace event will help eliminate somjr
along with the Green Party will of the ignorance seen at thf
host a teach-in, tentatively rally in both peace and war supscheduled to be held from £6 porters."
p.m. April 2 in the Ravine.
"While good communication
Teach-ins are a tactic to edu- was established in some convercate and mobilize students to sations there, nothing perpet
oppose war, according to ates problems like ignoranc
Robert TopmiBer, a member of and by having the teach-in a
the EKU Colonels for Peace April 2, we wiD be able to ful
and Eastern professor. The explain our stance and hel
April 2 event is part of a larger answer questions students rru
nationwide movement to edu- have about the war," she said.
cate people about the disadvanTopmiller said he wi
tages of war.
delighted by the much heaviqV
The teach-in serves as a fol- than expected turnout for the
low-up to our peace march," peace march and hopes it wj
Audrey Combs the president of happen again for this eve
the Green party said via e-mail which will include speaker
Monday. The rally was intend- music and a video on the
ed to raise awareness on cam- of the last GuM War on Iraq.
pus, which it did, and now that
This is a peace event and
we have everyone's attention,
the next step is to educate peo- ing wfl be those opposed to
ple about our stance."
or others wanting to learn
According to Combs, the about the issues mat hat
event will be an important one us into war. but everyone h
on campus for two reasons: It come." TopmsVr said
«
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to war with Iraq
[Loved ones of deployed
taieet for informational
IYADAMBAKIR

News writer

A handful of students, facul
y and staff met Monday in the
rlerndon Lounge. The people
ere of different ages, races
nd backgrounds, but all had
•ne thing in common — they
:ach had concerns about miliy deployments.
The group came together
for "Dealing with Deployment
The Roller Coaster of
(Uncertainty," a program sponsored by the campus
Counseling Center and the
department of military sciences. The event was geared
for those who will be dealing
with the uncertainty of a loved
one being deployed.
A panel of experts casually
spoke with the audience on
how to cope with military
•deployments of loved ones.
Michalle Rice, counselor at
Eastern's Counseling Center,
said her office began planning
the program before the U.S.
{launched its attacks on Iraq.
"Once we went to war we
[realized we needed the proPeven more," she said,
llf War veteran Maj.
I Patterson was one of the
Smembers of the panel who
ave a first-hand account of
[what miliary personnel and
their families deal with during
deployment. Patterson has
been deployed at least 15 times
•during his military career.
- "Deployment is a hard
thing," he said. "You can't call
home immediately and that
can cause your loved ones a lot
bf trepidation."
Dawn Lewis, executive
director of the Daniel Boone
Chapter of the American Red
Cross in Berea was also available to talk about how the Red
Cross helps military families.

Kevin MartiiVProgrsss
Maj. Lance Patterson of the department o» military sciences spoke
to a group of concerned students and faculty about military deployments. Patterson has been deployed 15 times.

She explained services and
aid the Red Cross provides to
families who find themselves
burdened after a loved one is
deployed.
Other members of the panel
included Donna Bentley and
Melissa Neal, who are both
military wives. The two are
involved with military support
groups that help spouses, girlfriends and other family and
friends of deployed service
members cope with military
life.
Bentley explained that some
military wives have never balanced a checkbook until their
husbands are deployed. "You
think thaf s crazy, but for some
people, they just have never
had to do it," she said.
Neal, whose husband is stationed in Bosnia, said when
her husband left for overseas,
her heater broke and the water
pipes froze.

International students
Respond to U.S. war
«

UNOA POLLOCK
tor Luc
Whata on Tap? editor

• Eastern's international population is not worried about a
Change in attitude towards them
5t Eastern. With the recent
evelopments in the nation,
.President Glasser sent a letter to
(he community saying,
"Regardless of where you stand
an this issue, please remember
to respect and show concern for
pie safety and well-being of our
international students. We will
4o everything possible to
ensure that our international
rodenti feel safe both on campus and in the Richmond
Community
Vice President of Student
Affairs, James Conneery offered
|o find housing on campus for
fay international students who
don't feel safe in the community
out in response, Neil Wright,
(he International Students
Association adviser, felt it wouldtft come to that
,j^*We may not do anything
new or different for the sake of

the international students.
Going to class and keeping
things normal is the best way (to
deal with the conflict)," Wright
said.
Students like Alan Yang,
International
Student
Association president, already
feel at home at Eastern. "I am
grateful for (Glasser's) concern
for the international students.
She has always been very supportive of us and she is a great
president to work for," Yang said.
He went on to say, "I feel safe
here, the campus is a harmonious community and I am very
satisfied with where we are."
Yang did however, express
his opposition to Bush's decision
to attack Iraq. "I think most
international students are opposing the war. If we have a one percent chance to avoid war we
should put in 100 percent
effort," Yang said.
Another international student, Rashda Majeed, expected
action to be taken saying, "I
know Saddam Hussein is evil
and he has to go, but I don't
know if this is the best way to do
it"

"I used to cry once a week,"
she said, noting that she now
doesn't cry as much.
Rice added that in addition
to programs like the informational she hopes to begin a
support group for students to
vent their feelings regarding
the war, especially feelings
about loved ones who have
been deployed.
"The purpose is to provide
the opportunity for people to
come and talk about what's
happening," she said.
The support group is open
to all students, faculty and staff
who are affected by deployments. This may include
spouses, fiances, girlfriends
and friends or immediate family members of deployed
troops. A specific time and
location for the meetings has
not been determined. For
more information, contact
Rice at 622-1303.

100 W. Water St

623-0891
Open Mon. - Sat. 7 a.m. •
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With a new war fought by
the United States Military,
many Americans are left feeling
uncertain as to what they can
do to support efforts.
In an open discussion on
military deployments led by
the Eastern Counseling Center
and the department of military
science, the question was
raised "what can we do?"
Eastern Counselor Michalle
Rice said oftentimes during conflict or national
tragedy, citizens
feel the urge to
do something.
According to
the panelists at
the
meeting,
sending mail and
packages to soldiers is an easy
way to participate.
Maj. Lance
Patterson, from
the department of military science, said every letter or package helps with soldier morale.
"Having something you can
fold up and put it in your pocket means a lot," he said. "And
the mail runs, every day, even
in combat."
Patterson said soldiers look
forward to hearing what is
going on back home in letters
and are excited to receive care
packages. Even if the soldier
doesn't know the sender.
Patterson told those who
attended the meeting that he
met his wife Trish through correspondences during the First
Gulf War.
He said any letter or package is appreciated. Sometimes,
he laughed, "you might find the
love of your life."
Dawn Lewis, director of the
Daniel Boone Chapter of the
Red Cross, said the agency win

help family and friends ship
care packages to units overseas.
"It's important to remember
the soldiers who don't have
family to send mail. If s always
nice to send extra for the other
soldiers in the unit," said
Donna Bentley, a military wife
who is involved in military support groups in Kentucky.
Students and organizations
who are interested in sending
care packages to loved ones, or
who perhaps would like to
adopt a unit need to be advised
on what to send
and what not to
send, according
to Lewis.
The
Red
Cross has developed a list of
items deemed
appropriate to
send.
Items
include non-perishable food,
extra underwear,
socks and games
to keep soldiers
occupied. In addition, chapsticks and lotions are popular.
Also recommended are laminated pictures and personalized cards.
Literature provided by the
Red Cross advises those sending packages through the
United Postal Service should
send packages Priority
Shipping or insured Regular
Parcel Post. Shipping takes at
least seven-10 days, but could
take as long as three weeks.
The Red Cross advises liquid or powdered substances be
wrapped in plastic bags.
It may also be beneficial to
tape heavier objects to the
sides of boxes so that smaller
items inside do not get crushed
during the mail haul overseas.
For a list of suggested items
to mail to deployed military
personnel, visit our Web site at
www.easternprogress.com.

Counseling Center offers tips
to help community deal with war
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The Eastern Counseling
Center is extending the
opportunity for all faculty,
staff and students affected by
deployments to join a new
support group.
Michalle Rice, an Eastern
counselor, is getting the ball
rolling on the program.
According to Rice, several
members of the Eastern com
munity contacted the
Counseling Center in need of
learning how to deal with
feelings surrounding the
deployment of loved ones.
"With the possibility of
more troops being deployed,
we would like to offer an
opportunity (for a group),"
Rice said, noting ft is important for people sharing the
same feelings to know they
are not alone.
A regular meeting schedule has not yet been formed,
but students interested in
attending a support group
may contact Rice at 622-1303.

Events In
Iraq
• Maw* It
US President George W.
Bush announced orders had
been made for the coalition
attack on Iraq to begin.
The initial strikes included
more than 40 cruise missiles
fired from U.S. warships in
the Red Sea and the Fenian
GuM.
A message broadcast on
Iraqi television lead U.S. officials to speculate
whether the speaker t
Hussein or a double.
* March 21

A VS. Marine helicopter
crashes in Kuwait killing
eight British and four U.S
troops, the first coalition
casualties of Operation Iraqi
Freedom.
Iraq launched an estimated
10 missiles into Kuwait, two
of which were intercepted by
Patriot missiles.
Officials on Iraqi television
reported 72 missiles hit
Baghdad, killing five.
An estimated 400,000 Kurds
leave their homes to seek
refuge in the countryside.
The Iraqi government is not
allowing anyone in or out
♦ ■dart* 24

U.S. helicopters attacked
Iraq's elite Republican Guard,
60 miles south of Baghdad, in
a fight that lasted nearly
three hours.
Eight Iraqi missiles were
launched against Kuwait but
Patriot missile batteries
destroyed six Two others
landed in southern Iraq.
Pentagon officials confirmed two Apache heBcopter
pilots —DavidS Williams of
Florida and Ronald D. Young
of Georgia—were taken
prisoner after their chopper
went down in Karbala, about
60 miles southwest of
Baghdad.
Iraqi troops falsely indicating
their surrender fight coalition
troops in civilian clothes.
US. forces kffled between
ISO to 200 Iraqis in what
estimated to be the biggest
firefightofthewar.
Marines captured nearly 170
Iraqi soldiers who had been
staging military operations at
a hospital in Nasiriya. U.S
of firials said this move dearly violates the Geneva
Convention.
US. Marines battle Iraqi
forces for the third consecutive day over control of the
dty of Nasiriya. located along
the key north-south route.
Iraqi mifitary claims two
coalition missiles hi a residential area kttng at least 12
Iraqi civilians. The
Pentagon denied all daima
that the United States desperately hit any residential
Seven American Prisoners
of War remain in captivity
by the Iraqi military.
-Source, CNN
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Earth Days at Eastern
Campus rejuvenates farm
with several open activities

1

Partyin For the Planet
The following are a sample of events offered on campus to celebrate earth day:

BY ALMHA HocuPMMnn

Assistant news editor

"Spring — with life emerging out of the cold of winter —
is an obvious time to celebrate
the constancy and fragility of
nature and the interconnectivity of Earth systems," said
Professor of Geography Alice
Jones.
This April is "Earth Days in
the Cumberlands," and
Eastern has many activities
planned to give back to our
environment and celebrate
nature.
"Part of a university education is about becoming an
informed and active civic citizen," Jones said. "This year
there is a theme running
through all of the Earth Days
events that centers on ordinary people actively participating to make a difference in
their home communities.
Earth Days is a great opportunity for students to participate
in the civic life of the region
and practice that important
skill in a real and meaningful
way."
Some of this year's Earth
Days activities arranged particularly with students in mind
include: a free Taildragger
concert on April 24, an Anglin
Falls hike on April 26 and a
tree planting on April 5.
Six thousand trees are
going to be planted at
Meadowbrook Farm. Eastern
received a $7,000 Bluegrass
Pride Community Grant to
conduct the stream restoration
and reforestation project last
fall.
"The stream restoration
project is designed to create a
riparian buffer along a six-acre
site next to the Muddy Creek
on the EKU Meadowbrook
farm," Jones said.
"A riparian buffer is a vegetative screen along the river
bank that stabilizes the bank
to prevent erosion and that filters out pollutants."
The 6,000 tree saplings that
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Students interested in helping the university plant more than 6,000
trees at Meadowbrook farm April 5 are more than welcome to participate. Contact 622-3065 or visit www.appalachianstudles.eku.eclu.

XT

will Le planted are species
native to the area and are
appropriate for the soil and
slope conditions, according to
Jones. The species include yellow poplar, shumard oak,
white oak, white ash, wild
plum and black locust
Anyone interested in helping can go to Meadowbrook
Farm between 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
on Saturday.
"I would love to see a bajillion and sixteen students at
the
tree
planting at
Meadowbrook Farm," Jones
said. "It should be a lot of fun
— a couple hours of work, a
little dirt under the fingernails
and a good excuse to get out
and enjoy the early spring
weather while doing something really worthwhile."
The site on Meadowbrook
Farm will be used to study the
effects of riparian buffer
restoration on stream health.
Students have mapped the
area and collected water samples that will be compared to

samples taken in the future as
the newly planted trees grow,
according to Jones.
"We see this project as an
opportunity to bring together
the resources of EKU, the
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife, The Nature
Conservancy
and
the
Madison County PRIDE
Office toward the common
goal of improving the environmental quality of Madison
County," Jones said.
There will also be several
speakers coming to Eastern as
part of Earth Days activities.
Chrissy Clark, a freshman
communication disorders
major from Russell County,
says she will probably participate in some of the activities.
"(It is important to participate
in Earth Days activities) so the
Earth stays clean and so the
animals are happy."
For more information on
Earth Days, call 622-3065 or
visit www.appalachianstutlies.
eku.edu.

Community Action in Government Decisions: Experiences from FLOW and
the fight for Lexington's Water Utility at 7 p.m., April 10, Room 201,
Crabbe Library
Environmental Fair from 10 a.m.-4 p.m., April 22, outside the Powell Building
Protecting Kentucky's Natural Resources, presented by Tom Fitzgerald, director
of the Kentucky Resource Council at 7:30 p.m., April 22, Kennamer Room,
Powell Building
Duct taping our communities:
Protecting the Environment
from Military Contamination,
11 a.m.-12:15 p.m.,
April 24, Grand Reading
Room, Crabbe Library.
A panel discussion/lunch
follows in the Faculty
Dining Room of the
Powell Building from
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Taildragger concert from
7:30-10 p.m., April 24,
the Ravine, sponsored by
the EKU Greens
Earth Day hike at Anglin Falls
April 26. Meet at Alumni
Coliseum Lot at 10 a.m.

Go to www.ea8ternprogress.com for more events.
Eun-ttxmg ,rtxi/Progress

Final Provost candidate visits in April
BY ADAH BAKER

News editor

The search committee for
university provost/vice president of academic affairs
announced last Monday that
finalist David Hopkins
dropped out of the running
for the position. Hopkins left
the candidacy after accepting
another provost position at
Rice University.
After receiving the news,
the search committee then
selected a replacement from
their previous pool of applicants. The committee chose
D'Ann Campbell, who is currently a consultant for the
Mary Baker Eddy Library in

Boston. She has held numer- qualities to
ous administrative positions Eastern.
in the past such as interim
"I love to
president at White Pines listen and
College and vice president for try to find
academic affairs at Southern solutions
New Hampshire University.
that in turn
Campbell said she is will
help
"delighted and honored" to everyone
be chosen as a finalist and develop,"
looks forward to the chal- she said.
D'Ann
lenges of the position, if
Log on to Campbell Is a
hired.
The Provost finalist
"The biggest (concern) Progress
will be to keep up program Web site to
quality and the morale of the read more
faculty and students in the about Campbell's accomplishface of budget cuts," she said. ments, family and lifestyle.
Campbell added she is a
Meet her at 11:20 a.m.
"people person" and would Thursday April 3 in the Brock
bring many helpful personal Auditorium.
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Two advancement employees resign
BY JAME VHSON

Editor

Two members of Eastern's
advancement staff resigned
their positions Monday. Tim
Hall, director of major gifts,
and Sarah Hajjar, director of
institutional marketing, have
accepted positions at other
institutions.
Monday Ami Piccirilli,
director of communications,
told The Progress the two
resigning on the same day was
"pure coincidence." Hall will be
working in a similar area at
Kent State University in Ohio
and Hajjar will serve as a marketing manager for TempurPedk in Lexington. As of press
time, neither could confirm
when their official last days
will be as both said details with
the university are still being
ironed out
Hall has served in his position since October of 2000 and
said the driving force behind
his decision to relocate was to
he closer to home.
"I come from Northeast
Ohio," he said Monday. "I
received my master's degree
from Kent State, so this is
going home of sorts."
Hall said he and his wife
,have a small child and that
Kent State is about a 25minute car ride from his imme; diate family.
"It's just a great personal

and professional opportunity,
and it's just an institution that's
really poised up to do some
aggressive fundraising," he
said. "They have recently finished a $100 million capital
campaign and they're in the
planning stages of a $300 million capital campaign ...and
like Eastern, are very studentcentered and it's just a great
opportunity to be part of that
campaign.
He said Eastern is a fantastic university and that he doesn't consider relocating "leaving" the university.
"I leave the campus rather
with Eastern really having a
soft-spot in my heart," Hall
said.
Hajjar told The Progress
Monday the opportunity in
Lexington was one "too good
to pass up." She has been in
her position at Eastern two
years and worked at Vahroline
nearly 13 years prior to that
"I really do love Eastern,"
she said. "I hate to leave, but
it's a great opportunity to do
what I do best and that's marketing for an international
company that's growing. Those
kind of things are hard to pass
up especially in today's economy, and 111 still be on campus
taking classes in my graduate
program ... so I guess 111 still
have a part of Eastern."
Job security

Hajjar told The Progress

that while the Lexington company did aeek her out, job
security at the university play
a role in her decision to relocate. She said she is concerned about the state of
Eastern's Foundation Board,
which funds her entire $61,620
salary.
Hajjar's salary is one of nine
entirely funded out of the
Foundation's unrestricted
monies — die Foundation also
supplies partial salaries for
three other employees.
"I wasn't looking," she said.
"The company approached me
and between that offer and yes
quite frankly the fact that my
salary is on soft money from
the Foundation and the state of
that account is a little scary ...
I feel much better knowing
that I have a solid salary that I
can count on."
The Foundation heard a
report at its last meeting in
April from financial adviser
Fifth-Third Bank that said the
Foundation had experienced a
large amount of outflow, but
very little cash inflow.
Fifth-Third warned the
Foundation it is bleeding
badly and all unrestricted
monies could be exhausted
within the fiscal year if they
continued to be used at the
current rate.
The Foundation also tabled
a proposal to give University
President Joanne Glasser a significant salary increase citing
the need to further reevaluate
revenues after hearing the

Fifth-Third Bank Report and
Eastern's budgetary situation.
Glasser later declined to accept
any salary increase at this
time; however, the Foundation
still plans to reconsider the
salary issue when the time is
appropriate.
Hall on the other hand,
whose salary is not funded out
of Foundation monies, said job
security did not prompt his
decision at all.
"It is just a good professional opportunity," he said. "A
good way to get closer to
grandmas and grandpas and to
be affiliated with an institution
that is more poised, as I said at
this time, for fundraising."
Glasser said via e-mail
Monday she would encourage
Foundation funded members
"not to make hasty decisions."
Their jobs are very important to our overall advancement efforts as we begin to
plan for the university's first
major capital campaign,"
Glasser said.
She added she wishes both
Hall and Hajjar well in their
positions and that the two have
promising careers ahead.
Ksalmrmirti
Glasser said there are no
plans for interim appointments
during the time the two positions remain vacant.
"We will certainly seek to
fill these positions expeditiously," she said. "We also do not
have a target date to have their
replacements on board."

Tuition fees debated in forums
BY MELISSA ENGLE

tribute*

Eastern hosted the first of
tuition forums on Tuesday
ernoon. The university is
hosting the forums for students
and faculty to voice their opinj*> ions and concerns about a
- change in the tuition schedule
_ policy passed by the Board of
Regents in February.
„ The policy states for every
;_hour over 16, in-state undergraduate students will be
required to pay an additional
$66 per hour increase and instate graduate students will pay
$190 for hours more than 10.
Although the decisions have
.' been made, students are
encouraged to participate in
the forum.
The recommendations will
—■be taken back to the Budget
ouncil and passed on to
resident Glasser who will
■-make a decision and go back to
3he Board at next month's
£ZSoard meeting," said Mark
JSRTasicsko, interim provost at
yj-gastern.
¥■■» The meeting, scheduled
£-*rom 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. ended
§£2arty with little discussion held,
attendance were six faculty
d no students. Among the
iculty were Gladys Johnson,
irector of the co-op program,
"and Thorn Fisher, associate
^professor in the department of
r ^occupational therapy.
•£ "We have the largest co-op
program in the state and we
Jjiay lose students because of
Cfliis. My students often drop
f^classes mid-semester due to
^-employees hiring on a different
•{Schedule than the university
Sind now they are going to be

penalized for dropping a class
to replace it with a co-op," said
Johnson.
She explained with the economy in the state that it is, it
would not be wise to discourage students from taking co-op
mid-term by assessing penalties. In the end resulting in possible loss of co-op employers
due to lack of students.
However, Wasicsko did not
share in Johnson's opinion. He
stated the policy would probably have a momentary impact
but is doubtful to drive away
students from the co-op program at Eastern.
"Ultimately the impact would
be very small. A change like
this has a momentary impact,
but the problem comes with
how you transition," he said.
The transition period would be
minimal and well adapted to,
Wasicsko explained.
Thorn Fisher spoke on
behalf of the occupational therapy program saying the cost
would be across the board in a
per hour increase, but thought
the graduate programs would
still favor reasonably well.
Although it is not an appealing policy to everyone. Eastern
is not alone in the increases.
"Northern, Western, and UK
have all had increases and we
know it is going to happen. Ifs
not unique to this university,"
Fisher said. "We will just have
to adapt"
Another forum was held on
Wednesday in the Student
Service Building Auditorium.
Due to deadline constraints,
The Progress was unable to
include information about
Wednesday's forum in the
paper.

Kevin Martin/Progress
Mark Wasicsko, interim provost, discusses the pros and cons of
tuition fees with faculty and students at open forums on campus this
week. A new policy will require undergraduates to pay for extra hours.
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Gov. Paul Patton said Friday
he would not sign the state
budget passed by the Kentucky General Assembly. The
bill. House Bill 269, one Patton
calls "structurally out of balance" by $370 million will become law without his signature, according to a news release from the governor's office.
In the release, Patton said
the enacted budget, which he
finds flawed in some places, is
a necessary step. He understands the legislature's
urgency to pass a budget but
feels the plan doesn't adequately address future revenue concerns for the state, he said in
the release.
The state budget was
passed March 10 by votes of
36-1 in the Senate and 87-7 in
the House.
The $14 million spending
plan calls for a 2.6 percent
reduction for higher education
for the current year, but offsets
that with no additional cuts for
the 2003-2004 year, and with
$18.9 for enrollment growth,
according to Ken Johnston,
vice president for financial
affairs.
In the budget, Eastern
received money to continue
with its electrical updating,
one of its main priorities. The
plan also provides authority to
borrow money for housing —
an area Eastern anticipates
? rejects in, according to
ohnston.
Although both the House
and the Senate made education
a top priority, Johnston said
there are still some disadvantages facing universities in the
budget
"There was no construction
money provided — this means
no Phase II for our Business
and Technology and our wellness centers," Johnston said.
The budget was supposed
to be passed last year, but the

House and Senate couldn't
agree over public financing
and campaign issues. Patton
called a special session but that
also ended in a stalemate.
Since July 1, the state has
been operating under a temporary-spending plan issued by
Patton, an unprecedented situation. The deadlock over public financing ended when
House Democrats said that a
worsening revenue outlook
would make it impossible to
fund campaigns for governor,
according to a press release
from the governor's office.
Patton said he objects to the
legislature's decision to use
one-time monies to fund ongoing state programs. Patton said
those monies will not be available next year and the next
governor will have to address
the state's financial crisis,
something he doesn't want
Patton said in the release
that the problem should be
solved now so the next governor can start with a clean slate
and not inherit a flawed budget
plan.
"The choice between cuts
and new revenue can be
delayed until the 2004 session
and a new governor is in
office; however, I think it
should be solved on my
watch," Patton said in the
release. "I stand ready to work
with the General Assembly to
address the problem before
my term ends, should that be
the desire of the legislative
leadership."
Patton responded to the revenue crisis by trying to demonstrate the need for higher
taxes. He held a series of news
conferences in December to
warn of cuts in education and
services for the needy and public safety unless taxes were
raised and last month he
offered a plan to raise tax revenue by $573 million.
Both chambers ignored
Patton's proposal, and legislative leaders developed their
own budget. House Bill 269.
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► News Quiz

HJmMuMtisdl A©s

a

OK, boys and girls. It's time to;
test your knowledge of what's
going on at Eastern. If you "
don't know the answers, don't
worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and you
can cheat.

O

The Counseling
llngC
Center
\\ Is planning what new
group?

a) Counselors anonymous
b) A support group for people
affected by deployments
c) Colonels with problems
Gov. Paul Patton did not
sign the budget before
making It law
$ because:

a) He went golfing the day it hit
his desk.
b) He forgot how to sign his
name.
c) He said it was structurally out
of balance.

<gv

Who Is the new
athletics director?

a) John Shafer
b) Arnold Schwarzenager
c) Michelle Kwan

Nathaniel Bullodi/Prograat

War coverage is needed, but shouldn't be excessive
The war in Iraq is shaping
up to be the most graphic, realistic and in-depth
war that most of us have ever
seen. All thanks to current
media coverage.
People are glued to their
television sets watching journalists report from the front
lines. Today we have been
embedded into U.S. military
units, watching alongside fire
fights and missile scares.
Using technologies such as
picture phones, night-vision
cameras and live satellite

images, the war in Iraq has been
brought into our living rooms,
dorm rooms and classrooms as
the ultimate in reality TV.
CNN, FOX News and
MSNBC all are devoting broadcast real estate to the war coverage. Reporters are thrust
into harms way to report back
to America exactly what is happening.
Some may argue journalists
just get in the way or give too
much information.
While some of these arguments may be valid, think of

what it would be like to not
sion.
know anything. The coverage
Be weary of what you conis important and is part of our
sume and learn to turn the teleConstitutional rights as
vision oft
Americans.
Know how much bad news
While The Progress supand reporting of war you can
ports fellow reporters in their
personally handle.
quest to provide the public with
We suggest getting out and
up-to-the-minute information,
enjoying the spring weather.
we also hope that members of
Involve yourself in an activity
the Eastern community are
such as bowling or scrap-bookcareful with how much expoing.
sure they take in.
The reporters are just doing
Keeping your eyes glued
their job, but only you have the
to the television could cause power to control how much of
CNN-itis or worse ... depres- it you see.

Kevin Martin/Progress
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This basketball player
Is:

a) Rejoicing after a big dunk.
b) Upset because another player
blocked the ball.
c) A student from West
Jessamine High school. His
team was in the 11th region
championship and lost to
Henry Clay.

► Campus Comments
Eastern will kick off its celebration for Earth Days on April 4. Photo editor Kevin Martin asked students if they plan to participate.
I'm going to attend
Earth Days activities on campus.
I'm going to Dr.
Ritchinson's talk
about
'Consumerism,
Corporations and
Conservatives.
Rough C's ahead
for birds and other
living things.'

Hometown:
Lexington
Major Art
education
r. Senior

I'm an Earth
hippie and I
recycle
everything. I work
in a nursing home,
so I will probably
work with my
clients. Well probably plant
flowers or set up a
recycling center.

k
I'm going to pick up
trash to keep my
neighborhood
beautiful
Paducah

West Virginia

Broadcasting
Year: Senior

Philosophy and
Sociology
Freshman
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My turn 6 letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions lor My Tuna
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on campus or in the community and not be longer man 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to The Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publcatioa.
Usually the author's plwtcgrapo is included with the cottons.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
The Progress at pmgresseVku.edu or faxed to the office at
(859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include s phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of The Progress reserves the right to edat
1 letters for length.
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I'm going to be
somewhere hah*
dressed getting
close to nature.
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eastern
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Spring break trip brings realities of war home
^rV55

were you when it
happened?

JEN
AlMJELD

Advh**1\m
Jen Almjeld is
the adviser of
The Progress.
She Is from
Berea.

Americans have been asking
themselves this question for generations in connection to the
most important and often
unimaginable events in our
nation's history.
I remember that I was home
from school for a teachers in-service day when the Challenger
exploded and I was at church when
fighting started in the Gulf more
than a decade ago. My mom recalls
the announcement she heard over
the school loudspeaker when
President Kennedy was shot, and I
learned about the World Trade
Center tragedy from students and
colleagues when I arrived at
Eastern prepared to teach class as
usual on that very unusual
September morning.
And now as fighting erupts on
the other side of the Earth, I find
myself asking and answering this
question again.
I was in New York City when the
strikes on Iraq started and our
nation found itself at once powerful
and vulnerable.
This Spring Break trip to the Big
Apple had been planned for months
and was intended to be the perfect
mix of work and play as I traveled
with the Progress editor and managing editor to a college media convention.
Instead, during my time in the
big city a far-away sounding conflict
with a reportedly cruel man
became a reality not just to this
nation, but to me.

My first trip to New York City
was to be filled with new experiences and people, and it was, but I
never imagined military personnel
dressed in fatigues and armed with
semi-automatic weapons as part of
the scenery. I passed protesters both and- and pro-war - in Times
Square and in Grand Central
Station.
Security everywhere was
tighter and police were stationed at
most every corner and still, for a
while, I was able to keep on vacationing. We strolled Central Park
and visited Tiffany's jewelry store
and only occasionally were my
serene New York minutes marred
by the images of war streaming by
on CNN and reaching out from
endless papers at local newsstands.
And yet, I could block most of it
out I went on my merry way, crossing hern after hern off my "things to
do in New York" list
That is until we visited Ground
Zero. As we stepped into the daylight from the subway entrance I
was immediately faced with a gaping hole in the middle of die once
bustling block in the city's financial district Even with all the
tourists milling about the site
seemed lonely and very empty,
and I was shocked at how moved I
was.
All around me were silent people struggling to grasp the full
impact of this thing that had happened while simultaneously processing the new crisis facing our
nation.
And suddenly it was all real to

Jen AlmjekVProgress
One anti-war supporter demonstrates her beliefs with an enormous crocheted flag displayed near Ground Zero in
New York City. She was one of an estimated 150,000 protesters in the city the weekend after fighting with Iraq began.

me. The destruction and chaos,
whether on our shores or on someone else's, is real. The fighting in
Iraq does and will impact all of us,
just as the events of a terrible
September morning continue to
haunt this nation.
For many this realization about
the war came sooner and their stories will be more impressive and

Muslim people not terrorists
• AlJSHA
HOCKENSMrTH
My TUrn
Alisha
Hockensmith is
a junior
journalism
major from
Lexington. She
is the Assistant
news editor of
The Progress.

I sat in a class last semester as my
sociology professor preceded to
tell the class that every
Muslim's hero is Osama bin Laden.
Shocked by what she said, I was
left wondering how a woman with a
Ph.D. could take more than
1,000,000,000 people and force
them into involuntary membership
in the Osama bin Laden fan club.
This spread of such ignorance is
very disheartening.
Many people have misconceptions about Islam and lack understanding of what the religion really
stands for.
I, like many of my fellow
Muslims, do not enjoy being told I
am a supporter of terrorism, especially terrorism against my own
country.
The religion of Islam does not
enforce such acts. A passage from
the holy Quran reads, "If they seek
peace, then you seek peace. And
trust in God for he is the One that
hears and knows all things" (Quran
8:61).
It is very easy to open a newspaper or turn on the television and
hear the word jihad. Jihad should
not be equated with "holy war."
The Islamic concept of jihad is not
limited to the battlefield.
Jihad means struggle. Such a
struggle can be one's own personal
inner battle to be a better person,
to fight against injustice and should
not be taken to always mean a
physical fight or battle.
Many people may point fingers
at Muslims as terrorists.
Recently President Bush told
the American people the war on
Iraq is also a war on terrorism. I
struggle to understand what acts of
terrorism innocent Iraqi children
and families have done to the
United States of America.

As an American, I would not
want people in other countries to
judge me by what our government
does or what our president does.
With that in consideration, we
should consider what our fellow
human beings will and are being
subjected to in this war with Iraq.
Not only will our troops and fellow
Americans die, but also innocent
civilians in Iraq who have committed no crimes against us.
The acts of some terrorists have
left many people under the wrong
impression and fingered many
Muslims and Muslim countries as
the bad guys. This is far front the
truth. In fact, people seem to overlook and ignore the genocide that
has taken and still is taking place
against Muslims in Chechnya. But
our country sure doesn't seem
interested in trying to stop this violence.
We can't always take what someone else presents to us as the
whole story.
Don't get me wrong, I am very
happy to be an American, but we
can't overlook some of the things
our own government has done to
make other countries hate us or
disagree with our policies.
It is important to get all sides of
the story and find things out for
ourselves.
If someone tells you something
that you don't know is a fact, check
it out yourself. Many times things
are said and presented, but fall
short of the whole story.
Just as my professor presented
her opinion to the class as though
it was a fact, many other people will
do the same.
As Americans, we should question what we hear, what the media
presents to us and what is going on
in the world around us.

Got a news tip?
Contact Cassondra Kirby at 622-1882.
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probably more important than mine
when it comes to describing how
they spent the days immediately following the beginning of war.
A woman standing next to me
on the subway, under the weight of
an enormous American flag she
crocheted, journeyed to the heart
of the city to encourage the government to bring troops home. A veter-

an shouting into a bullhorn on the
corner of Broadway and 40-some- •
thing Street in Times Square pleaded for patriotism and support for
troops waging a "necessary" war.
They were all there and so was L
We stood together in a city
crammed with people and each of
us quietly and not so quietly found
our places in this natural crisis.

Adviser says protest had many goals,
but not to show anti-troop sentiments

MATTHEW
WINSLOW
My Turn

Matthew
Winslow is an
assistant
professor
of psychology
and the faculty
adviser for the
EKU Greens.

rst we'd like to thank all of
offend anyone. We regret that one
the people who came out for
of our chants contained foul lanthe protest and march, includ- guage (as indicated in the
ing people on all sides of the issue.
Progress), and we would point out
One of our goals for the event
that all but that particular chant
was to encourage dialogue on the
were not offensive, and merely statimportant topic of war with Iraq.
ed our position (for example. "What
We'd also like to thank EKU, public do we want? Peace! When do we
safety and student activities for
want it? Now!"). We feel that it was
their help in facilitating the event.
unfortunate that only one of the
We feel that free speech is one of
chants was quoted in The Progress,
the most important features of
and to suggest that the chant was
higher education, and we could not somehow the cause of the vulgar
have exercised this right without
and aggressive behavior of those in
the support of the institution.
opposition to our position is a misWe'd also like to thank the
representation of what happened.
media who covered the event. The
Finally, we would like to address
Richmond Register, WKYT, WEKU
the behavior of Matt Allen. This
and The Eastern Progress all covindividual chose to run through our
ered the event (apologies to those
peaceful protest and destroy our
left out). These media outlets
property, accosting us in an aggreshelped us spread our message, and sive manner. This kind of assault
we are grateful.
should not be permitted on this
However, we would like to
campus or anywhere, and we are
respond to The Progress article.
taking steps to make sure that the
We feel that it mis-characterized
proper actions are taken to punish
the event and our goals.
his lawless behavior. We are
First, and most importantly, we
appalled that The Progress chose
do not hold anti-troop sentiments.
to describe his assault and then
Many people who attended the
quote him. We believe that The
protest seemed to believe that we
Progress would not have taken
have some ill will toward U.S.
such action with the (confessed)
armed forces. This is not the case.
perpetrator of any other violent
None of our signs, chants, or songs crime (for example, destruction of
spoke to or about U.S. troops in
property, sexual assault, or mugany way. We disagree with the peo- ging). The Progress should not glople making the orders, not the peo- rify acts of violence.
ple who are following the orders.
Finally, we would like to encourThe Progress came out on
age everyone in the campus comThursday with a large picture
munity to keep thinking and talking
above the fold of Christa Bilski
about war with Iraq and foreign polpointing to her engagement ring.
icy in general. The EKU Colonels
The look on her face in the photo
for Peace are planning more events
could not have been any more drafor the future, including a campusmatic. However, we would say to
wide teach-in with experts from all
her and others who are concerned
sides of this debate. One thing is
about our troops that we support
clear this country was built on free
our troops, but the best way to
speech, and it is our civic duty to
ensure their safety is to avoid war
be informed and discuss the issues
at all costs.
*
facing our nation. We hope that
We'd also like to say that one of
EKU will live up to this ideal.
our goals for the event was to proThe EKU Colonels for Peace
voke thought and discussion about
meet Wednesdays at 3 p.m. in
this important topic, but not to
Crabbe Room 108. All are welcome.
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► letters to the editor

Alum asks representatives to reconsider Board actions Mass e-mails from school
This letter is to express my
deep concern about the political
machinations going on in a blatant attempt to control the Board
of Regents at Eastern Kentucky
University.
I attended
school on the Eastern campus
from first grade through college.
I'm extremely proud of die university and proud of the fact that
it has always been free of fiscal
and administrative problems and
partisan politics that have so
often beset other higher education institutions in Kentuckyun til now
I feel it is my duty to publicly
express my dismay and disappointment at the attempted political removal of the EKIJ Board of
Regents chairman C. Fred Rice.
I realize many may not know
Mr. Rice. He was raised in the
Tyner neighborhood of Jackson
county. (He was actually born
in the old Pattie A Clay
Infirmary here in Richmond,
Dr. Hugh Mahaffey being the
attending physician.) He came
to Eastern on a basketball
scholarship under the tutelage
of Paul S. McBrayer. His mother lived in Richmond many
years. His brother is in business in Richmond; his nephew
lives in Richmond. Mr. Rice has
earned bachelor and master's
degrees from Eastern. He
taught high school and coached
high school basketball here in
central Kentucky for several
years.
He started part-time in insurance business, became eminently successful, rose to the top of
his company and has been in
many business ventures since.
He lived a number of years in
Danville and Louisville, but following a heart operation, he
moved to Naples, Fla.. seven or
eight years ago. About a year
ago, he moved to the Virgin
Islands (a United States possession). He has been on the
Eastern Board of Regents since
2000 and was elected chairman
of the board by the board members in 2001.
He presided over the selection of Interim President Eugene
Hughes, an extremely popular
and capable choice, and after an
extensive search, presided over
the selection of Joanne Glasser,
Eastern's capable, energetic and
personable new president He

has presided over the hiring of a
popular interim athletics director
and, now, a new permanent athletics director as well as a new
football coach. He has led the
Board in righting the terrible
financial imbalance Bob Kustra
created. He has never missed a
meeting of the Board and he
never sought nor received lcent
of travel reimbursement or any
other compensation. He has the
prominence and success in the
business world that universities
everywhere seek for service on
governing boards.
Recently, the General
Assembly enacted a law that
changed the residency requirements for members of the Board
of Regents of the state's regional
universities (h does not apply to
the University of Kentucky or to
the University of Louisville)
requiring the first time that one
Regent who was from outside
Kentucky must live within the 50
states (and thus, not die District
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands or any other U.S.
possession). An amendment was
added to trie bill to make it effective immediately upon its passage and signing by the governor (which the governor, at the
request of Sen. Worley, promptly
signed). Sen. Worley and Rep.
Moberly were the moving force
behind this legislation.
The sole object of this legislation was to ex post facto, make
C. Fred Rice, chairman of the
EKU Board of Regents, instantly
ineligible to continue serving on
the board. When queried as to
the reason of this sudden blindsiding of Mr. Rice, Mr. Worley
first said that he thought the residency requirements should be
even further restricted to
Kentucky alone (perhaps he
might go even further and
restrict eligibility to residency in
the few counties in Eastern's
"service areaO.
Then both Sen. Worley and
Rep. Moberly state that they
acted because Mr. Rice was not a
Kentucky taxpayer. Wrong. Mr.
Rice owns property in Kentucky
and does pay Kentucky tax, as
does his family. His two daughters are in business in Kentucky.
If they were referring to income
tax, Mr. Rice's move to the
Virgin Islands in no way affected
this as he did not have to pay

Kentucky income tax once he
became a resident of Florida. He
lived in Florida at the time of his
appointment to the Board.
All of the members of the
Board of Regents signed a letter
urging the governor to veto this
hatchet legislation with the
exception of Richmond's Gary
Abney and James T. Gilbert (and
one regent from Breathitt
County who may not have been
contacted).
Mr. Gilbert preceded Mr.
Rice as chairman of the Board
and through his "leadership"
brought us Bob Kustra as president Kustra, a man whose ego
vastly exceeded his abilities, had
what was in essence an eightyear contract (four with nearautomatic renewal), but he had
so messed up the university
finances, personal matters and
general operation that he
resigned after only two years in
the position. Mr. Gilbert
resigned as chairman shortly
before Kustra threw in the towel,
but strangely, he chose to
remain on the board as somewhat of a dissident
Gary Abney, perhaps caught
in the crossfire, was appointed
by Gov. Patton, with the endorsement on his application by both
Sen. Worley and Rep. Moberly.
According to The Eastern
Progress, there is a question as
to Mr. Abney's qualification to
stay on the Board because of the
anti-nepotism law. Rep. Moberly
inserted in the budget bill in
2002 an exception to this antinepotism requirement making it
not apply if die regent's kinsman
had worked for the university
three or more years. However,
Gov. Patton vetoed that bill
It is reported the same exception has been inserted in the present budget bill. The governor
could "line item" veto the add-on,
but that now seems unlikely.
However, that may pan out I certainly have no objection to Mr.
Abney's continued service, but
mention this only to explain his
failing to sign the letter seeking
the governor's veto.
Whatever the reason for this
unusual near-secret attack
(practically no one heard of it
until after its passage) it was
not for the limp reasons given
by our two legislators (but
never publicly voiced at any

Welcome Students
Mountain Maternal
Health League
Planned Parenthood
Now providing confidential reproductive
& sexual health services to college
students! ON CAMPUS each
Monday 8:30-4:30 p.m.

time before the bill's passage).
The personal vendetta in this
type of legislation is even more
obvious by the "emergency"
clause making it effective immediately. In more than 50 years of
closely tracking the activities of
our General Assembly, this is the
first time I've ever known or
been aware of a bill so obviously
directed at only one individual. I
am of the opinion that the changing of the qualifications of an
appointment or elected office will
not affect the duly qualified and
acting incumbent but will apply
only to his successor; but, of
course, that may well have to be
decided by a court of law.
Harry Moberly has built an
enviable reputation as one of the
most capable legislators in the
General Assembly. He has
chaired the powerful appropriations and revenue committee for
a number of years. He has been
a great friend and benefactor of
Richmond, Madison County and
Eastern. Ed Worley did exemplary service as dty manager for
the city of Richmond. His is a
fast moving star. He has secured
a position of high leadership in
the Senate after only one term.
He has great knowledge and
awareness of the problems and
needs of the district He is articulate and capable. It is foreseeable
that he may weD become governor of our state in the future; certainly he is fully qualified for
such high office.
It appears to me that these
gentlemen have embarked on a
dangerous course that, if successful, could weD lead to the discrediting of Eastern by the
Commission on Colleges of
Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools (such shenanigans
resulted in Morehead being discredited a number of years ago).
Our fine school, the brightest
star in Madison County's crown,
its largest employer, its most visible asset doesn't need, cannot
tolerate this kind of underhanded political interference in its
operation. Both of our representatives are too big, too important
to be part of this cabal. I urge
them to reconsider their actions
before irreversibly harming our
fine university.

causes bandwidth, student says

As I look around the dorm send out hitting delete every
I see flyers of how Eastern is time.
I know when the book
worried about bandwidth
problems and how using store is open and if I don't
Kazaa and other file sharing know I can either call them
programs is costing a lot of or look at the signs on the
money.
door when I walk by. So getDoes Eastern not know ting e-mails about the hours
that sending six e-mails a day is pointless to me.
to every student that goes
I know I am not the only
here with an e-mail account one fed up with getting all of
these unsolicited e-mails,
also costs them bandwidth?
I can see sending out e- many of my fellow students
mails for emergencies, but don't like getting them either.
when they send out e-mails
Unlike some of them I
about burritos in the choose not to have Outlook
Fountain Food Court, what a automatically delete everywaste.
thing Eastern sends to me,
I think they should have because who knows maybe
an opt-out on the mass e- one of these times it will be
mails or maybe just put it on just as important as burritos
a Web site for those who are in the Fountain Food Court.
interested to check. I mean I
don't really want to go Benjamin Plessinger,
through all the e-mails they Eastern Student

The alternative band 3 Doors Down is
— coming to Eastern on April 23.
Tickets are on sale now. How do you
feel about this? Should Eastern have
events like this more often? Tell us
what you think!
To join-the debate, go to
<www.easternprogress.com>

Want to voice your
opinion about an issue
that concerns you? E-mail
your letters or My Turn to
The Progress at
progress@eku.edu

James S. Chenauh,
Eastern Alum

^o^s The Time/
Summer & Fall
Course Pre-Registration
Is Now In Progress
Under/trad Pre-Registration Checklist
S Run a copy of your CARES Report
Go to your EKU Direct Account > Student Records > EKU CARES

Services Include:
Gynecological Exams (Pap Smears,
Breast Exams, & Infection Screening)
Pregnancy Testing
Sexually Transmitted Infection Screening
Prostate & Testicular Exams
Contraceptive Methods:
Oral Contraceptives
Injectable Contraceptives
Emergency Contraceptives
The Nuva Ring
The Evra Patch
IUD
Diaphragm
Cervical Cap
LADIES- No Exam Needed To Begin
Conraceptive Services!
Call (859)986-2326 for details.

t

T

S Make an appointment with your advisor
Contact information ft nam the tap of CARES Report
Most advisors have sign -up sheets outside their ofUces

s Develop a proposed list of courses
Use your CARES Report. Catalog and Schedule of CIUKI
to decide on come*

* Meet with your advisor
Take your proposed course kst and CARES Report to your meeting
Advisors wM focus on your courses You 60 net
rwao" lo datarmme your o^y»*mmmlhm point

S Get RAC Number From Your Advisor
RAC numbers are provided only alter you and your advisor

s Register Online at EKU Direct
From Of EKU Home Page www.9ku.9du

When can I actually register?
Grad Students/Seniors (90+ hours)

Beginning March 26

Juniors (60- hours)

Beginning March 30

Sophomores (30+ hours)

Beginning April 4

Freshmen (< 30 hours)

April9

What's the big rush?
On April 12, the first group of new freshmen will register for classes.
We want you to have priority choice of courses, days and times. Even if
you are unable to register at this time, meet with your advisor, pick
your courses and get your RAC nwnbrr. dam, you'll have what you
need when you are able to register
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Christina Cathcart, editor

► Sports
The Colonels
returned home this
week after being dealt
three losses over
Spring Break. Find
out more on B5.

The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com

Petcare
tips
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S Animals across Madison County and
aurroundhig areas are innoeed of love and a
good borne. If you've been considering
getting a new pet read on for more
iifcrmation on adopting a pet from one of
several area animal shekers.

Ready for a
new pet?

-
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This pooch Is on* of many dogs available for adoption at the Madison County Animal Shelter off U.S. 25 in Berea.

■ Am I ready for this
commitment?
Consider what you can offer
your pet
■ Tune, attention and
affection
■ Spacious living
environment
■ Training and patience
■ Plenty of love

w
Finding the
right pet

Consider the nature of
different types of animals
while deciding which one is
right for you:
■ Dogs — need lots of
regular exercise, love
and affection and are
generally enthusiastic
creatures
■ Cats — are very
independent and don't
need a lot of apace;
happy indoors
■ Birds — need regular
care and company
and require a cage;
generally cheerful
■ Fkh — are ideal for busy
people or for those in
small living spaces; needs
BmUrd to feeding and
daagjaj their tank

Being a good
pet owner

BY CHRMTINA CATHCART

Aooant motor
"I don't like to
Pets, just like humans,
need food, shelter and see animals getting
love. Unfortunately, there 'pu< to sleep,' but it's
necessary
aren't usually enough of any probably
of those things to go around — sometimes to do that You
reach situations that shel- especially for the animals.
Madison County, like many sur- ters are filling up and you
rounding counties, has a safe- have nowhere else to put
them," Phillips said.
guard against the overpopuEastern's campus
lation of dogs.
has the occasional
Madison County Animal
stray animal as well,
Shelter, located on U.S. 25
Two local
although obviously
just north of Berea, is a
as many as the
government-funded orgaplaces to find a not
estimated 4,000+ aninization that serves the
mals who pass through
county at a pet adoption
new pet are at
the doors of MCAS.
site and in population conPest Control Supervisor
trol.
the Madison
Jeff Cantrell said strays are
"Animals left unattended or
prevalent, but not as much as
that are unregulated can cause
County Animal
in years past
a lot of problems — they'll do
"I picked up between five to 10
everything from tearing up peoShelter or the
cats and a few dogs this semesple's trash to actually biting peoter," Cantrell said. "It hasn't been
ple," said Keith Crawford, director
Woodstock
too
bad — I get complaints, but not
of MCAS.
too often."
'A lot of people don't realize that if
adoption center
Crawford suggests bringing unwanted
we (MCAS) weren't here, in eight to 10
or
stray animals into MCAS or a pet
years there would be more dogs than
at
PetSmart
in
adoption
agency.
there are people in Madison County."
I avinninn
"^ie more control you can have over the
Sociology student Melanie Phillips recLexington.
population, the better." Crawford said. The
ognizes the potential havoc that having too
best
thing to do if you've got an unwanted litlarge a pet population could bring as well.
ter of kittens is to get them tamed as quick as
She contributes to helping the cause by
you can and then bring them in.
volunteering at Woodstock Animal Foundation's
Then they'll stand a real good chance of
pet adoption center located in Lexington's
finding
a home."
PETsMART. Woodstock is a non-profit organizaFor more information on adopting a pet. go
tion that is euthanasia-free for adoptable pets.
to www.petfinder.com or call the MCAS
There are so many animals that
at 986-9625.
need homes." Phillips said.

RespofMabie pet owners
need to help their pet stay
healthy and happy.

*

0

I Prepare beoosns* and
ciear per s bring area of
any objects that could be
'harmfal
I Provide proper sheker.
affection, food and

:

I Enforce rules upon pet
and begin pefs I

:

I
1
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■C free and/or destroy■■(property
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Learn what pet ownership
involves before getting a
pet Ask yourself:
■ Why do I want a pet?

■

1
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PROGRESS

Span.
Students for a Sensible Drug
Policy will meet in Moore 111.

PICK

7:30 p.m.
There will be a singer/songwriter
workshop featuring Brad Yoder in
the Powell Building.
9 p.m.

7:30 p.m.
The Chautauqua series on love
presents "Buddhist Enlightenment
and Unrequited Love" in the
Student Services Building
Auditorium. Un Choi Shin from
Eastern's foreign language and
humanities department will present this lecture.
7 p.m.

Richard Crosby will perform
his composition at the First
Presbyterian Church in
Richmond.

SUNDAY
3 p.m.
Sasha Pinson will play in her flute
recital in the Brock Auditorium
6 p.m.
A vocal recital in Gifford Theater
will feature Brandon Owens and
RaeJean.Nealis.

MONDAY
7 p.m.

The Jena Company will present
"Unsinkable Women" in the Pearl
Buchanan Theater.
10 p.m.

Dead Poets Society will meet in
the Ravine.

Linda Pollock, editor

TUESDAY

7:30 p.m.
CRU wiB meet in the Adams Room
of the Wallace Building.

Thursday Alternative Getaway
will provide a coffeehouse and
open mic night in the Herndon
Lounge of the Powell Building.

Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Linda
Pollock at 622-1872
or by email at
progress@eku.edu.

Islamic woman will speak in Stratton
BY UNO* POLLOCK

What's on Tap Editor

An Afghan woman is coming to speak with the Eastern
community about being a
woman in an Islamic society.
Farooka Gauhari will share
stories from her life before
moving to America and how it
changed after coming here.
The Law . and Justice
Forum of Eastern will host
Gauhari on Tuesday. She will
speak in at 6:30 p.m. in the
Posey Auditorium of the
Stratton Building.
This annual forum is
designed to bring in speakers
of national and regional importance to discuss issues concerned with law and justice.
The committee is a collaboration of representatives in die
College of Justice and Safety,
the department of government
and the department of
women's studies.
This year's theme focuses
on the impact of oppression
and violence of international
and Kentucky women.
"We try to bring in speakers who are timely and sometimes controversial," said Jim
McCord, director of paralegal
programs and member of the

committee.
"Dr. Zeigler (director of
women's studies) found
Gauhari from a national
speakers bureau. Bringing
her here to speak is timely
and (her presentation) the
role of women is an important topic," McCord said.
Gauhari,
now
an
Amrrican citizen, will cover
topics such as women's role
in rebuilding Afghanistan,
their future, their role in
Islamic society and her own
account of being an Afghan
woman. Gauhari is the first
Afghan woman to publish
her memoirs in English. The
book, "Searching for Saleera:
An
Afghan Woman's
Odyssey" came out in 1997.
"Her family went through
terrible times. She will talk
about those dangers and her
impressions of women,"
McCord said.
Some of those dangers
include maintaining her individualism in a totalitarian
government, searching for
er missing husband and
her decision to move to
America where she may be
discriminated
against
because of her Afghan ties.
According to the speakers

Woman of Islam

6:30 pan.
The Law and Justice Forum will
present "Women in Isuumic
Society: An Afghan Womaa's
Personal Account" in the Posey
Auditorium of the Stratton
Building.
8:12 p.m.
The Baptist Student Union will
meet in the FerreU Room of the
Combs Building.
7:30 p.m.
Professor from Northern
Kentucky University wffl speak «■
"John Hunt Morgan: A FamBaw
of the Confederacy" in the
Kennamer Room of the Powell
Building.
2 p.m.

Eastern's baseball team will ptey
against IPFW at Turkey Hugkes
Held.

Time • 6:30 p.m.
Date -TuesdayApril 1
Place - Posey Auditorium
in Stratton

Farooka Gauhari is the first Afghan woman
to publish her memoirs in English. She will
speak about her experiences.
bureau Web site, Gauhari's University of Omaha and holds
experiences serve as a les- degrees from Kabul University
son in courage and persever- (Afghanistan) and Auburn
ance. She discusses the University (Alabama).
problems women face in an
Gauhari will be the first
Islamic atmosphere and the speaker in this two-part series.
role Afghan women can play In the fall, a Kentucky lawyer
in rebuilding their country wiD be discussing violence and
after the Taliban occupation. women in the legal system of
She now works at the Kentucky.

8 p.m.
There will be a guitar niilHi
concert in the Brock Audtorkam.

WEDNESDAY
Bam

The 20th annual social work symposium will present ''Violence
Against Women" in the Perkins
Building, Room AD. Activities
will be until 3 pm
8 p.m.

There will be a student brass
recital in Brock Auditorium
3 p.m.

Eastern's baseball team will play
against Shawnee State at Turkey
Hughes Field.

Now that you're
graduating,
don't make the
same mistakes
your parents
made.

Looking for firsthand advice on all the
things your parents newer taught you like how to land a job you'll actually
enjoy, manage your money, rind the best
city for grads like you, and travel the
world on the cheap? Visit our online
edition and check out die new and
improved GradZone.

Visit
www.eastcrnprogress.com/gradzone
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Around&About

Katie Weitkamp, editor
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Titanic women recreated March celebration encourages
Be a Children's Champion
BY KATK WEITKAMP

Around&About editor

Kate Winslet may be the
woman you think of who didn't
sink with the Titanic, but
Deborah Jean Templin wants to
dispel any misconceptions you
•may have about the real women
onboard.
At 7 p.m. Monday in Pearl
Buchanan Theater. Templin will
•portray eight different women,
all of whom were aboard the
Titanic. The show is called
"Unsinkable women: Stories and
Songs from the Titanic." The
show was written while Templin
was in the Broadway play
' Titanic." As an actress in that
■show, she was required to learn
■seven different parts.
While watching others perform. Templin became intrigued
with the characters and wondered who they were and what
•happened to them after the
Titanic. So she began to do
research; she traveled to Denver
to see MoDy Brown's house. She
atao went to Newport, R.L, to see
the room Madeline Astor was
married in. And of course, she
traveled to museums and
stopped at several libraries to do
research.
The play celebrates strong
women, women who survived
and whose strength Templin
believes is inherent in all
women. She also said she used
parts of her life in the story to
explore universal female themes.
"I use moments from my fife
as a woman and moments that
might tie to those characters,"
Templin said. "I grew up in
Minnesota, so I know what the
sky looks like. I remember what
an April sky looks like, so I was
able to use that in the play."
Templin has talked at universities about writing, specifically
play writing. She emphasizes
incorporating the five senses into
a play. Templin created a quih in
which the patches represent

BY lUTteWBTKAMP
Around&About editor

Photo submitted
Deborah Jean Templin wrote and stars in "Unsinkable Women," a play
which will be at 7 p.m. Monday in Pearl Buchanan Theater.

each of the women who survived
the sinking of the Titanic. She
used different materials and
sewed the pieces together by
hand to give her a reminder of
each character.
One of the interesting things
about the play, beyond the songs
and vaudeville numbers, is that
Templin changes characters and
costumes on stage.
"Women are beautiful, so it's
kind of fun to watch people
transform
themselves,"
Templin said.
But Templin remains
clothed throughout the entire
play. She wears costumes
designed to fit over and compli-

ment other costumes.
March, Women's History
Month, is a special time to see
the play. While the movie
Titanic" focused on a love story,
which wasn't factual, all of
Templin's characters were real
and had real romances.
"Every one of the women On
the show) were married or
engaged," Templin said. The
love stories in my show are all
true and deeper than the love
story you see in the movie."
On Monday, the latest revision of the original script will be
seen. The play was brought to
campus by the Housing Office
and Residents Life Council.

March has been a busy
time. The result of this year's
month-long celebration of
children was a positive one,
said Christy Ooten, who
works with Madison County
Head Start and is a speech
communication major at
Eastern.
For the past six years
Madison County has been
trying to show children how
appreciated they are. In 1997
the Kentucky River Foothills
and Head Start, in conjunction with the Madison County
Family Resource and Youth
Services Center, declared
March Be a Children's
Champion Month.
The month-long celebration of children became official this year when Berea
Mayor Steve Connelly,
Madison County Judge
Executive Kent Clark and
Richmond Mayor Connie
Lawson signed proclamations.
Throughout March, several celebrations were held to
show children how important
they are to the community.
Events included a billboard
contest, in which students
designed a billboard to be
displayed throughout the
county, Mothers Against
Drunk Driving multi-media
presentations and sporting
events.
"You should Be a
Children's Champion all year
long," Ooten said, "but it's
nice to set aside a month just
for that."
Ooten said several sororities and fraternities donated
time and money to help with
this year's celebration.

u

About Baa
Children's
Champion Month

You should Be a
Children's
Champion all
year long, but
it's nice to set
aside a month
just for that

This is the sixth year the
month March has been
celebrated.
The month Is dedicated to
educating children about
the wood and moet
importantly, spending
time with them.

—Christy Ooten
Head Start employee

»
Members of the Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority not
only helped raise money for
the event, but also starred in
a video that ran about 500
times on local television stations throughout the month.
Other Eastern participants
included President Joanne
Glasser and coach Travis
Ford, who made television
appearances for the campaign.
The point of the month
was to show students in
Madison County the value
they have in the community.
To help them with the positive message, Head Start utilized taped video statements
with positive messages from
stars such as Justin
Timberlake and even used
cartoon characters to help
teach children what to do in
situations when they don't
feel comfortable.
"There are different ageappropriate presentations,"

One of the biggest projects
is a billboard conteet, in
which students in
Madison County deetgn
a bHtooard displayed tor
the entire month. Thfcj
year's winner was
Rachel Cress at
Shannon Johnson
Elementary.

Ooten said. Money donated
from the Greek organizations
goes toward funding for
these activities and other
things, such as pens, magnets and other trinkets with
the Be a Children's
Champion logo to be given to
teachers, political leaders
and government employees.
Future plans for Be a
Children's Champion Month
include an introduction of a
"safety city," which will teach
children how to react in real-life
situations. Also, fund-raising billboards for the month will be displayed throughout the year.
To help with next year's
Be a Children's Champion
Month, contact Madison
County's Head Start program
at 623-7233.

139 N. Keeneland Dr., 1-7$. Exit 90 ' Richmond. KY
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Up, up and away she goes
Aviation major
sets sights high
BY

CmwnwA CATOCAHT

Accent editor
There are two kinds of people on this Earth: those with
their feet on the ground and
those with freer spirits. As one
of Eastern's 149 aviation
majors, Brandy Wilson is
decidedly a woman who
enjoys a less grounded
lifestyle.
Wilson, an Honors student
from Mount Washington, is
joining the still largely maledominated field of aviation
after graduating in December.
"A career in aviation will be
great. I'll be getting to do
something I love to do and get
paid for it," Wilson said.
Wilson, the aviation department's Distinguished Senior
this year, came to Eastern on
an academic scholarship and
with a clear plan to major in
aviation, despite her eleventhhour interest in flying.
"I always liked being on airplanes, but I didn't even think
about going into aviation until
I took a flight lesson on my
17th birthday." Wilson said.
"That was my first lesson. It
was something my mom wanted me to get into.
"It's so funny to look at
those before and after pictures. I'm standing in front of
the airplane thinking 'I can't
believe she took me out here,"
before, and then I came back
down afterwards and felt the

u

When you go
up, you're so far
away from
everything that
it gives you a
sense of
freedom.
—Brandy Wilson
Senior aviation major

»
complete opposite," Wilson
said.
Wilson said she hopes to
get her little sister, Samantha,
10, excited about flying as well
once she is old enough. She
thinks her sister will enjoy the
experience of flying for the
first time just as much as she
did.
"I enjoy just flying on the
airlines, but flying the plane
yourself is so much different.
You're in control of everything
and it's an awesome feeling,"
Wilson said.
"When you go up, you're so
far away from everything that it
gives you a sense of freedom."
Wilson is one of 15 women

Kevin Martn/ProgrM*

Brandy Wilson, a senior aviation major from Mount Washington, is one
of 15 women In Eastern's aviation program. Eastern has the only four-

year flight program in Kentucky and has more than double the
national average for enrollment of female students in aviation programs.

in the aviation program this
year. According to Anthony
Adams, chair of the department of aviation, women have
consistently been enrolling in
Eastern's aviation program,
albeit in small numbers, since
its conception as a minor in
1983.
The national enrollment
average for women in aviation
programs is about three per-

women wouldn't want to have
kids and then be gone for two
weeks at a time.
"I don't want to go on long
trips and leave my family at
home," Wilson said.
It is for those reasons,
among others, Wilson has
considered working in airline
safety after graduating as
opposed to strictly working as
a pilot. She thinks, however,

cent: Adams said Eastern's
enrollment has consistently
been significantly higher than
that average — around 8 to 10
percent — which is likely
because Eastern has the only
four-year professional flight
program in the state.
"It's always been a guy's
thing until recently," Wilson
said. Today, a lot of it is just
personal choice. A lot of
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that she would miss flying too
much if she stopped entirely.
"Some
people,
when
they're having a bad day, want
to just get out and drive,"
Wilson said.
"I feel that way about flying. If I'm having a bad day. I
can go up in the air and just
forget about everything for a
while.
"1 love to fly."

Hunters.
21 & Over
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Rm 120

Annex

Brett Gibson, editor
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Lady Colonels
set for home
tourney in April
BY TOOC PURVIS

Assistant sports editor

The Lady Colonels were
in action over Spring
Break traveling , to
Jacksonville, Ala., March 1618 to participate in the twoday Chris Banister Gamecock
Classic. The Lady Colonels
shot 679 as a team, which
was good enough for an
eighth place finish out of a
field of 13 teams.
The Lady Colonels got off
to a slow start in the first two
rounds shooting 355 as a
team. They found.themselves
in 12th place, but bounced
back in the next two rounds
by shooting 324, managing to
finish in the eighth spot.
"We came back after the
first day and moved up some
spots, none of the teams
played good because it was so
wet and rainy," said junior
Jennifer Sullivan.
The Lady Colonels were
led by Sullivan who shot a'
169 (86-83). These numbers
put her in a tie for 36th place
overall. Eastern sophomore
Leah Larkin shot 170 (90 80) and freshman Kelly Flynn
•hot (87 - 83), leaving the
two tied for 40th overall.
Junior Tamara Thompson
shot a 172 (92 - 80) and finished 46th. Brittainy Klein
completed the scoring for
Eastern with a 173 (92 - 81),
enough for a 49th place finish.
A breakdown in tournament placing and scoring
Joes as follows:
(1)
acksonville State. 613, (2)
Murray State, 629, (3) Oral
Roberts. 632, (4) Birmingham
Southern, 643, (5) Bradley
645, (6) Middle Tennessee
State, 648, (7) Western
Illinois, 659, (8) Eastern
Kentucky. 679, (9) Jackson
State, 683, (10) Troy State,
689. (11) Samford, 697. (12)
South Alabama. 699 and (13)
Montevallo, 715.
The
tournament
in
Jacksonville, Ala., caused the
teams to struggle due to bad
weather conditions.
The course played longer
than the courses that we normally play, and it was one of
the more difficult courses,
due to the sand traps that
were in the fairways," said
Sullivan. "Our OVC tournament is played on a Robert
Trent Jones course which
gives us more confidence
going into the OVC tourna-

«

It's hard coming
off of winter and
playing
tournaments,
but well get it
together for our
home tournament ... We need
to get our confidence back up
as a team.
—Jennifer Sullivan
Woman's golf team member

ment."
Similar to the men's team,
the women have also had to
suffer from a bad winter,
which has limited their
amount of outside play.
"It's hard coming off of
winter and playing tournaments, but we'll get it together for our home tournament,"
Sullivan said. "As a team
we're not playing up to our
potential, but our enthusiasm
is where it needs to be. If we
focus on ourselves, and not
worry about what the other
teams are doing we will play
up to our potential."
The Lady Colonels will
return to action April 10-12 in
Richmond as they host the
annual EKU Lady Colonel
Classic at Arlington Golf
Course.
"Playing at home will be
good because there are a lot
more friends and family there
watching us, which makes it
more exciting, and gets us
more pumped up," Sullivan
said. "In order to get ready
for our tournament here at
home, we need to get our
confidence back up as a team,
and practice hard, and play as
a team. We just need to relax
and go out there and have
fun. If we have fun, we'll do
good."
Following the
Lady
Colonel Classic at Arlington,
the Lady Colonels will prepare for the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament April
28-30 held in Paducah. Ky.

Meet the Lady Colonels
Juniors:
Jennifer SuWvan
Tamara Thompson
Brittany Rodger s
Brittainy KMn

Sophomor
LeahLarkln
Beth VanHoeee
Sarah Huff
Meaaea Barnes

Keay Ftyrw
SheWa Stephens
Undaay Jordan
MerandaCody

Kim UirWProqnm

Sophomore outfielder Derrick Bussell slid safely back Into first as Northern Illinois attempted a pick off move.

Eastern brings home three wins
BY BRETT GIBSON

Sports editor

The Eastern baseball
team moves its record to 610 on the year after spending Spring Break in Florida
playing in the Florida AllStar Baseball Challenge.
"I thought we played well
at times. We made a few mistakes in crucial situations,
but as the week went on and
the more we played the
more
consistent
we
became," head coach Elvis
Dominguez said.
The Colonels began the
tournament with a couple of
wins
over
Fairleigh
Dickinson,
5-0,
and
Northeastern University. 51.
Eastern's first game
against Fairleigh Dickinson,
the Colonels jumped on top
early in the first inning as
center fielder Josh Anderson
led off with a walk' and a
stolen base. Anderson then
moved to third base on a
groundout and later scored
on a double from junior
third baseman Neil Sellers
putting Eastern on the
board, 1-0.
In the bottom of the second inning, Eastern added
three more runs to the
board when first baseman
Will Whiseant reached first
on an error and then moved
to second off an error. He
then took third from a wild
pitch before right fielder
Andy Polzin and left fielder
Stephen Carter walked to
load the bases with two outs.

Coming back around in the
lineup was Anderson who
knocked in Whiseant on a
single and then moved to
second from a throwing
error by the Knights.
Eastern ended the inning
with a 4-0 lead.
Eastern put another run
on the scoreboard as Sellers
walked and moved to third
on a hit-and-run single by
Adam Visnic. Sellers scored
on a groundout by Whiseant
to move the Colonels up 5-0.
Freshman Nick Barte
gave Eastern a complete
game and his first win on the
year against Fairleigh
Dickinson.
Northeastern
vs. Eastern
In Eastern's second game
of the tournament, Anderson
started off the game with a
lead-off single in the first
inning, stole second and
scored on a sacrifice fly to
right field.
Northeastern came back
in the top of the second
when a double scored a run
tying the score at one.
Eastern would regain the
lead in the fifth inning where
Polzin led with a single and
moved to second off of a
wild pitch. Catcher Chris
Clark singled to put runners
on first and third and the
Colonels ended the inning
with a 3-1 lead.
Eastern then came
through with an RBI double
by Clark allowing Jonathan
Woodard to score, pushing
the Colonels lead to three, 4-

1. Eastern added another
run in the bottom of the
eighth inning to give
Eastern the win, 5-1.
Eaatern vs. Vermont
Eastern dropped two
games during the second
day of the Florida All-Star
Baseball Challenge losing to
Vermont,
7-0,
and
Massachusetts, 7-4.
Eastern opened up day
two of the tournament to
Vermont holding them to
only one run through six
innings of play before
Vermont rallied to score six
runs in the final inning on
four hits.
Eastern's starting pitcher
Scott Goetz gave up five
earned runs on nine hits
while striking out three of
Vermont's batters in seven
innings pitched. Eastern
came out with only three
hits during the game.
Eastern vs. UMaaa
In the second game of the
day. Eastern's Clark made
his first start as a pitcher
against UMass. UMass
scored four runs in the bottom of the first inning
putting Eastern down early,
4-0. Eastern came back in
the top of the fifth inning
with four runs of their own
as Woodard bunted for a
base hit single and scored
on a home run by Stephen
Carter. Anderson followed
with a single and stole second while Brett Bolger
walked to put runners on
first and second. Sellers

knocked in Anderson and
Bolger with a single to left
field to bring the score back
even, 4-4.
In the bottom of the fifth,
UMass added two more runs
to the board as Eastern's
Greg Harper came in to
relieve Clark. UMass then
put yet another run on the
score board to extend its
lead as a final score of 7-4.
Anderson and Carter
gave Eastern two hits for the
game while Carter and
Sellers drove in two runs in
a losing effort
Eaatern
vs. Northeastern
Eastern battled in the
ninth inning to come up with
a victory over Northeastern,
7-6.
Eastern got on top early
leading the game 1-0, but
saw its lead cut down as
Northeastern went on top 41. The Colonels came back
to score two runs in the seventh, one in the eighth and
three runs in the ninth for
the win.
Pitcher Brandon Scott
delivered the win for
Eastern allowing one earned
run on two hits while striking out two batters.
Eastern took on in-state
rival Western Kentucky
University yesterday, but the
scores and highlights were
too late for press deadline.
"Its more of a fact of us
learning how to win,"
Dominguez said. "We are
concentrating on learning
and finding a way to win."

Golf team finishes second at home
BvToooPuwts

Assistant sports editor

shot during a
** Junior Josh Crutcher foeows through
tournament last weekend hatd at Arlington Country Club

The men's golf team was in
action this past weekend in
Richmond, where it finished
secoad at the EKU Spring
Intercollegiate. Eastern shot
an 859 as a team; however,
they fefl short to Austin Peay
by 27 strokes.
The Governors shot 832,
enough to clinch the EKU
Intercollegiate Tournament.
"Austin Peay had an
incredible weekend, and
when teams have this kind of
weekend, it is hard to beat
them," said Eastern junior
Drew Alexander. "We lost
which is disappointing, but
our game will come back
later."
After the first round of the
tournament, the Colonels
were back 15 strokes from
Austin Peay, but they were
still holding on to second
place.
Eastern aras sparked in the

«

Austin Peay had
an incredible
weekend, and
when teams
have this kind of
weekend, it is
hard to beat
them.
—Drew Alexander
Man'* 90V taMfli fiwnibtr

first round with strong play by
Josh Crutcher. who shot a sixunder-par. 66. leading al players in the first round. The
Colonels were also led by
1 hr shot a
Brandon Brownlrho
f

one under par 71 and tied for Dustin Cook (228), and Len
10th place. Drew Alexander Ashby (253).
shot an even-par 72 and
"As a team we still have
placed 15th place in the first some work to do. We haven't
peaked yet, and still have
round.
The second round of the some rust to work out. but we
tournament was delayed due expect to break out this weekto darkness until Saturday end," said Alexander.
morning.
The Colonels have had to
As play resumed, the overcome a rough winter,
Colonels couldn't close the which has put a damper on
gap on the Governors, and the amount of outdoor play
managed to hang onto the they have been able to get.
number two spot
This winter baa caused the
Eaatern had a couple of Colonels to have somewhat of
golfers finish in the top 10: a slow start, but they have
Alexander claimed fifth-place still managed to have four top
after shooting 211 (72-69-70) five finishes, according to
on the tourney and Crutcher Alexander.
finished ninth by firing 214
The Colonels will return
(66-72-76) for the weekend.
to action this weekend. March
Eastern's top five scorers 29-30. at the University of
for the Colonels were: Kentucky Johnny Owena
Alexander (211). Crutcher
(214). Brown (215). Patrick
to
Williams (221) and Ben
Stephens (232). The other we keen getting belter and
individual finishes and scores better and hopefully we'll
for Eastern were Tjrlajf Cain peak at Ike right tisne." anM
(213). Josh McCrackrlC219). Alexander.
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Anderson plays role as leader
tVUO—OWCAUWHU.
Sports wrier

KMn MvtkVProgrM*
Junior center fleMer Joan Anderson was named Ohio Valley
Confaranoa Playar of the Week last week.

UK

UNIVERSITY
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Kentucky

Attend Summer
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CilKatit
(•00) 432-09*3 to
(IM) 267-3382
lor class schedules.

Twenty-year-old Josh
Anderson, an Eastern
baseball player, has
aome pretty impressive
accomplishments under his
belt already.
This junior center fielder
and sports management major
was just named OVC player of
the week, and has been featured as one of the best outfielders, according to Baseball
America.
Anderson's comments on
being named player of the
week were not typical.
"I didn't even know," he
laughed. "People were coming
up and congratulating me, and
I didn't know what they were
talking about They ended up
telling me."
Anderson is from Eubank,
Ky., 10 miles north of
Somerset He lives outside of
town.
"Basically I live on a farm,"
he explained.
Anderson's hobbies mainly
involve the outdoors.
Anderson says he likes to
go four-wheel riding."
We have a creek we live by

«

I like our team's
chances this
year as for as an
OVC
Championship...
We've got some
good team
chemistry.
—Josh Anderson
Center fielder

J)
and we go trail riding and
things like that. I'd also say
fishing is a hobby," he added.
"I like to fiah."
A third outdoor activity he
enjoys is horseback riding in
the summer. He also hunts
during deer season.
One of Anderson's more
"indoor hobbies" is visiting

his family. His parents live
about 45 minutes away, so he
can easily go home on weekends during the off-season.
Practice for Anderson usually lasts about two and a half
hours, although he says practice during the season is less
rigorous than in the off-season. During the season, the
team focuses on things like
batting practice and fielding
skills.
"In the fall we scrimmage
3uite a bit and do a lot of conitioning and a lot of agility
stuff," Anderson said. "Right
now our practices aren't nearly as tough."
While many college athletes say juggling classes and
athletics isnard, Anderson
isn't among them.
"I don't think it's that bad
really," he said. "After freshman year you learn to schedule."
He's currently taking 12
hours, having already gotten
some of his more difficult
classes out of the way last
semester. As a freshman,
Anderson took two 16-hour
semesters.
"It's an adjustment," he

acknowledged. "It takes about
a year."

According to Anderson,
playing baseball in high
school was easier for a couple
of reasons.
"I don't ever remember
having homework in high
school," Anderson said. "Plus
[in college) mom and dad
aren't there to take care of
you once you get home."
Still, overall, he's managing
well.
The center fielder isn't currently in any other organisations on campus; he was in
Campus Crusade for Christ
last year, but hasn't participate
ed this year. Still, religion is
prominent in his daily life.
Anderson listens to Christian
CDs before games and leads
the team prayer.
"I'd like to have some devoi
tionals or something when
we're on the road," he said.
Anderson has a very optimistic outlook for the year
ahead.
'.
"I like our team's chances
this year as far as an OVC
Championship," he acknowt
edged. "We've got some good
team chemistry."

Shafer comes to Eastern
with sports in his blood
BY MOHOAW CALOWIU.

Sports writar

For John Shafer, Eastern's
new athletics director, sports has
played a major role in his life.
Before coming to Eastern,
Shafer worked as the athletics
director for other universities
including Ole Miss, and had also
been the executive director for
the Georgia Sports Hall of Fame.
At this last job, though,
Shafer claimed he was miserable.
"I missed intercollegiate athletics. I had done it for 28 years,"
he explained.
The move to Eastern is a positive one for him personally and
professionally.
He calls being an athletics
director "a great career."
He is particularly happy
about his post at Eastern
because if s more centrally located as far as his family is concerned.
"My mom's getting older, my
wife's parents are getting older,
we only have one child...it waa
important to me to get closer to
them. I was isolated (in Macon)
and couldn't get to where I need-

ed to go in a hurry," he said.
Shafer, a Virginia native, but
earned both his bachelor's and
his master's degree in health
physical education from Auburn.
He also met his wife while in college, and the two have been married for 33 years. They met at a
mixer sponsored by his fraternity and her sorority.
"I saw her, and she's a very
attractive lady. We started visitXand we really didn't like each
%" he laughs.
Both Shafer and his wife's
parents made the two promise
not to marry until they were
both out of college, so they got
married the day after graduation.
They have one son, Michael,
who coaches at the University of
Georgia. This affection for college sports apparently runs in
the family.
Like his son, Shafer likes to
interact frequently with college
athletes.
"I enjoy kids," he said. "It
keeps me young. I like to walk
across campus and be able to
say 'Hey.' You know me and I
know you... I want [students] to

know that I'm there for them,
and know who I am and feel
comfortable coming up to me."
Shafer has very definite ideas
concerning the athletics department and the athletes he interacts with.
"I believe that to have a great
university you have to have a
great athletics program. They go
hand and hand." Shafer stated.
A part of this is the success of
the athletes both In academics
and in sports.
"I stress academics and I
stress doing things the right
way. I don't want [the athletes]
embarrassing themselves, their
families or this university."
With a lot in hia schedule
(including budget managing and
fund raising), Shafer doesn't
have a lot of free time. This
would seem to cut down on his
hobbies, but he doesn't really
mind since he truly enjoys his
job.
"My hobby is being around
young people. I don't fish, I don't
hunt.. .1 only play golf with alumni groups...and I'm not a big
reader. My hobby is my work. I
love what I do."

Ktvtn MartWProgrwi
John Shafer is Eastern's newly appointed athletics director
President Joanne Glasser made the announcement on Feb. 20.
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Softball team returns from California
BY Bum 0—on
Sports editor

The Softball team spent
Spring Break traveling
through California playing 11
games in 10 days.
Eastern's first game was
against the University of San
Diego March 14 in the San
Diego Tournament. The
Colonels won the first game of
a double-header, 3-1, but lost
the second game, fM>.
During the first game
against San Diego senior pitcher Jonelle Csora gave up one
earned run on two hits while
striking out 13 batters.
During the second game of
the double-header Eastern
found itself down early in the
contest as San Diego took a 4-1
lead followed by another fourrun inning to lead the Colonels
8-1 in the fourth inning.
Eastern came back to within two runs, but would never
get any closer as they fell, &6.
Pitcher Jessica Soto dropped
her record to 4-1 on the year
with the loss.

MM Rlchardson/Progr***
Junior shortstop Diana Barreras lets a ball go during Eastern's
game against Louisville. Eastern won the double-header, 6-1, 3-2.

EASTERNS TALK SHOW

Wednesday nights
tune in to channel
61 on campus at
7:30 p.m.

the bottom of the third with
three runs to pull themselves
to within one, 4-3. Kelly
Bromley got a base rip to center field to open up the inning
and scored when Norris
knocked a double into right
field.
First
baseman
Herrington tripled to bring in
Jackie Hulcul and later scored
off of a single from Ashley
Totten.
Eastern wouldn't score
again as they lost the contest,
9-3.
Eastern vs. Iowa
In the second game against
Iowa, the Colonels got on top
early with a 2-0 lead in the first
inning, but saw its lead diminish with Iowa's Christina
Schmaltz hitting a three-run
home run in the bottom half of
the first inning.
Iowa also scored in the second, fourth and fifth innings to
end the game at 6-2 and hand
Eastern the loss.
Elise Burch went 2-4 hitting
with a triple and a run scored
and Amber Berthoud went 1-3
with an RBI.

Eastern va.
San Diego State
The Colonels opened up the
second day of play in the Aztec
Invitational in San Diego with
two losses falling to San Diego
State, 6-3 followed by a loss to
Iowa, 6-2.
San Diego State opened the
second inning with a home run
over the left field wall, then put
up three more runs with a lead
off walk followed by a combination of fielders' choices and
an error allowed eight Aztecs
to reach base on only one hit.
The Aztecs ended the inning
with a 4-0 lead.
The Colonels came back in

Eastern vs. UNLV
Eastern
traveled
to
Sacramento, Calif.. March 20
to compete in the Sacramento
State Capital Classic as it
opened the tournament with a
win over UNLV, 2-1.
Csora got the win giving up
only one run on five hits and
striking out 12 batters.

Summer and FaH
Course
Pre-Registration
is now in
Prograaa

Seating available
around the

See page (A12)
for more detail*

Eastern vs. California
The second day of the
Capital Classic Eastern
dropped two games against
California and Iowa.
California jumped out early
with an &0 lead and the game
would be called due to the
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while you serve your country as a nurse. Through selection into
the Air Force Institute of Technology program, you could earn
your advanced degree in as little as two years and get paid to do
it. You'll be part of an elite team of medical professionals who
have chosen to serve their country in this proud institution.
To learn more about Air Force Nursing, please visit airforce.com
or call 1.800.423.USAF to request more information.
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Eastern vs. Long Island
In the first game against
Long Island, Eastern found
itself down early, 1-0. Eastern
tied the game in the bottom of
the fifth inning as Bethany
Herrington led the inning with
a single to left and advanced to
second off of a sacrifice. Junior
Jennifer Christiansen moved
Bethany to third with her single to center field and later
scored on an RBI single to left
by Amber Berthoud to tie the
score at one.
Eastern lost the game 2-1
while Soto gave up one run on
two hits.
Eastern vs. Utah St
In the second game of the
Sacramento State Capital
Classic, both teams remained
scoreless until Utah State
knocked in a run in the bottom
of the third inning.
Eastern came back and tied
the score at one when A.
Herrjngton reached base on
an error and later scored on a
single by Christiansen.
Utah State then brought in
five runs in the sixth inning to
lead 6-1. Eastern would score
only one more run in the

or on the

Eastern vs. Louisville

The Eastern softbaU team
swept the University of
Louisville March 12, defeating
them in a double-header, 6-1,32.
Louisville (6-9) accumulated
only one run off of three hits
due to senior pitcher Jonelle
Csora who struck out seven
batters with no walks.
The only run for the
Cardinals in the first gam<came from Sara Bausher's solo
home run during the first
inning.
Junior shortstop, Diana
Barreras matched Louisvillr
with her second home run of
the year bringing the Colonels
back even, 1-1.
With back-to-back-to-back
singles by Elise Burch,
Jennifer Norris and Amy
Herrington, Eastern found
itself with the lead in the first
inning, 2-1. Eastern then
scored three more runs in the
bottom of the fourth inning
pushing its lead out to four, 51.
The sixth run for the
Colonels came during the
sixth inning when Norris hit a
shot down the left field line
and later scored off of a double
by Amy.
Norris led Eastern as she
went 4-4 from the plate.
In the second game of the
double-header
against
Louisville, Eastern pushed the
winning run across the plate in
the bottom of the seveath
inning to win, 3-2.
Eastern will travel to
Tennessee-Martin March 29
and March 30.
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Eastern vs% Iowa
Soto'look the loss in the
second game of the day
against Iowa as she allowed
four earned runt on seven hits
while walking three and striking out three.
Eastern took the field
against Long Island and Utah
State Saturday in what would
be the final day of the Capital
Classic due to rainy weather.

game, making the final score
6-2. The Colonels' record
moves to 114 on the year.

FIREPLACE

Madison
Harden

GET PAID TO

nine-run rule as California
scored a single run in the fifth
inning to shut out Eastern. 94).
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Katie Weitkamp, editor

Katie's Column

AC echoes,
good bands
sound bad
If you've ever seen a basketbal game in Alumni CoBseum.
you probab|v didn't notice the
■couatfca, but if you were at the
Rascal Flats, Nappy Roots or Gin
mm/MM concert, you couldn't
miss them.
Ibveconcerts,espedaty free and
cheap ones,
butlcant
watch them in
Akimni.1
went to the
Gin Blossoms'
concert and
only stayed
Katie Wettkamp
for about
The studio
three songs; I editor
couldn't take
the constant
echoing off the walls.
Fm asking the university to
do something about it It's
embarrassing to invite a nationally known act to Eastern and have
them hate it because they can't
hear themselves play, and students walk out halfway through.
At least Eastern students get
the best seats. The echoing
doeant seem to be as bad on the
floor as it does in the bleachers
, There has to be something
we can do, rearrange the speakers, put up padding—something to make it tolerable. If
nothing else, move the concert
Alumni is a great place to
watch a basketball game, you
expect sounds of basketballs
pounding the hardwood floor,
the screech of a sneaker, the
echoing of the buner. But now
we're talking about musk, where
if s aD about sound quality.
I'm hoping something can be
done in preparation for the 3
Doors Down concert I hope for
the band and especially the fans'
sake someone will listen.

Studio B TV teaches, entertains
BTKAT*WBTKAS»

The Studio editor

Students are learning what it
takes to make a talk show firsthand, not just interviewing and
commentary, but lighting, camera angles, audio control and all
the technical aspects viewers
never think about
"Live from Studio B" is a talk
show focusing mainly on campus news and events, put into
production entirely by a broadcasting and electronic media
class (BEM 395). The show is
broadcast live at 7:30 p.m.
every Wednesday on campus
channel 61. Twelve students
put together the entire show.
"The students do everything," said Paul Ramsey, who
teaches the class. "They're in
charge of finding the entertainment guests, interview guests
and everything else."
The show's format is in
three different parts. The first
is an interview segment
where someone on campus
comes in to answer questions.
Past guests include sports
players, administrators and

people who organize special
events on campus.
Another important portion
of the show is the commercials.
Each student is in charge of
making one commercial, with
Eastern ties, which will run
once in each broadcast. The
commercials are made prior to
the show's original airing and
are free.
Also there is an entertainment section in the show, often
featuring a local band or musician or one act play.
The final element of the
show is a package a student
makes about an issue or
upcoming event on campus.
This part of the show is the
only part not broadcast live.
The class has 12 students
this semester and will have a
12-episode run. Normally
there are between 12 and 16
students in the class.
Ramsey said. This is the first
time the show will run the
entire semester. After the
first four weeks, which
Ramsey calls a crash course
in how to run a studio, the
students take what they

BY CHHSTSM CATHCART

Accent editor

Among all the things that
keep life hectic should be
some down time — a time to
unwind and contemplate life
beyond what's scribbled in
your date book. Many folks
choose to spend their free
time curled up with a good
read; be it book, magazine or
newspaper that lets them
open pages to a new world or
new information. "The Book
of Saws" by Steven Cope, an

Eastern graduate, is just
the sort of
easy read one
can unwind
with.
"The Book
of Saws" is a
collection of
fables and
tales, more
than one of
which seem
to be Appalachian folk legend passed down the through
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Jason DanIsls/Progrsss
Students in the BEM 395 class videotape- the entertainment
portion of "Live from Studio B.'The show is created entkety by students who not only run the show, but also find guests. It can be
seen at 7:30 each Wednesday on campus cable Channel 61.

Eastern grad has skill with words, imagination
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learn and put it to use the
rest of the semester.
Mary Nelson, who
already works in a television
station, thinks the class is
extremely beneficial to
those who take it
"As far as equipment and
everything, it's all up to date.
It's great experience especially
for people interested in directing, she said. "It's good experience with all the different camera shots."
One of the most important
benefits, Ramsey said, is he can
almost guarantee if students do
the work for his class they will
be able to get an entry level job
as soon as they're out of college.
The only prerequisite for
the class is BEM 295, a field
production class that uses the
same techniques in field
reporting.
Since the show is studentrun, they are always looking for
guests to talk to and entertainment guests. If you are interested in appearing on the show or
advertising during the show,
contact Paul Ramsey at 6221669 or Paul.RamseyOeku.edu.

A Student Affairs Event

the generations. The sto- Cupboard Mouse," a mouse
ries vary in length and begs an eagle to teach him
message, but much like how to fly. The eagle, finally
Aesop's fables, contain relenting, warns the mouse
nuggets of truth.
"you must know beyond a
Like a true fabulist should, doubt who you are. For if you
Cope tackles wisdom, writ- waver whatsoever in that,
ing, reading and even death soaring will surely destroy
in a way that will keep read- you." At that, of course, the
ers laughing at the human mouse plummets off the cliff.
condition. This lighthearted
The book contains more
examination of life through than 50 such tales, but is a
the eyes of Cope's characters surprisingly enjoyable read
will nurse the imagination.
for even a restless college stuIn "The Eagle and the dent. Many of the tales are

told from an animal's point of
view, making human arguments sound all the more
ludicrous. Cope does an
excellent job of unveiling life's
deep truths in these tales.
"The Book of Saws" i«
available online at www.amazon.com. I give it four out of
five palettes for Cope's ability;
to amuse me without insult-:
ing my intelligence.
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